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Acquisitions 
EDS Stockholders Approve Merger With Hewlett-Packard Company 
31 July 2008 

EDS announced that at the special meeting of stockholders held on July 31, 2008 its stockholders have 
adopted the Agreement and Plan of Merger dated as of May 13, 2008 among EDS, Hewlett-Packard 
Company (HP) and Hawk Merger Corporation, pursuant to which EDS will become a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of HP. Approximately 98.8 percent of the shares of EDS common stock voting on the 
proposal were voted in favor of the adoption of the Agreement and Plan of Merger, representing 
approximately 72.4 percent of the issued and outstanding shares of EDS common stock as of the close of 
business on June 24, 2008, the record date for the special meeting. 

“I am pleased that our stockholders have followed the recommendation of the EDS Board of Directors 
and supported the combination of EDS and HP,” said Ron Rittenmeyer, EDS chairman, president and 
CEO. “Not only does the combination of these two great companies create immediate value for our 
stockholders, it also enhances our ability to achieve our customers' needs with our unwavering 
commitment to quality and innovation.”  

The acquisition received antitrust clearance by the European Commission on July 25 and the waiting 
period under the U.S. Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement Act for the acquisition expired in late 
June. 

The closing of the transaction still requires regulatory clearance from certain non-U.S. and non-E.U. 
jurisdictions, and is subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the other closing conditions specified in the 
Agreement and Plan of Merger. EDS currently anticipates that the transaction will close in the third 
quarter of 2008. As previously disclosed, EDS and HP have agreed that the closing of the transaction 
will not occur prior to August 18, 2008 without the consent of both parties and that in the event HP 
would otherwise be required to close the transaction prior to August 26, 2008, it has the right to 
postpone the closing until no later than August 26, 2008, subject to the terms set forth in the Agreement 
and Plan of Merger. The company also announced on July 25 that EDS, HP and the plaintiffs in the five 
stockholder lawsuits that were commenced following the execution of the Agreement and Plan of 
Merger have agreed to settle and dismiss all pending lawsuits concerning the proposed merger, subject 
to court approval.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Engineous Software Now a Part of SIMULIA 
July 2008 

On July 21, 2008 Dassault Systemes completed the acquisition of Engineous Software. The acquisition 
is intended to extend and accelerate SIMULIA's technology leadership in providing Simulation 
Lifecycle Management solutions.  

SIMULIA delivers a scalable portfolio of Realistic Simulation solutions including the Abaqus product 
suite for Unified Finite Element Analysis, CAD-Integrated FEA solutions, multiphysics solutions for 
insight into challenging engineering problems, and SIMULIA SLM for managing simulation data, 
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processes, and intellectual property. SIMULIA makes realistic simulation an integral business practice 
that improves product performance, reduces physical prototypes, and drives innovation. 

SIMULIA Products 

Unified Finite Element Analysis 

Achieve greater productivity by maximizing reuse of model data, material definitions, and integrating 
results from one simulation to another. Learn More 

Multiphysics 

Reach beyond the boundaries of a single domain to simulate two or more interacting physical 
phenomena such as fluid structure interaction, structural acoustics, piezoelectric, thermal-mechanical, 
and many other multiphysics applications. Learn More 

Simulation Lifecycle Management 

Organize and manage your simulation intellectual property created before, during, and after the product 
development process. Learn More 

Click here to return to Contents 

HP Announces European Commission Approval of EDS Acquisition; Agrees to Settle Litigation 
Relating to Acquisition 
25 July 2008 

HP announced that the European Commission has approved without conditions HP’s planned 
acquisition of Electronic Data Systems Corporation.  

HP and EDS announced on May 13, 2008, that they had signed a definitive agreement under which HP 
will purchase EDS at a price of $25.00 per share, or an enterprise value of approximately $13.9 billion.  

As announced on June 30, 2008, the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust 
Improvements Act of 1976 relating to the acquisition expired without a request for additional 
information by the U.S. Department of Justice or the Federal Trade Commission. 

The transaction still requires EDS stockholder approval and regulatory clearance from other non-U.S. 
jurisdictions. EDS stockholders are scheduled to vote on the transaction on July 31, 2008. The 
transaction also is subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the other closing conditions specified in the 
definitive agreement. 

HP also announced that HP, EDS and the plaintiffs in the five stockholder lawsuits that were 
commenced following the execution of the definitive agreement have agreed to settle and dismiss all 
pending lawsuits concerning the proposed merger, subject to court approval. As part of that settlement, 
HP and EDS have confirmed that the closing of the merger will not occur prior to Aug. 18, 2008. 
Accordingly, the EDS third quarter 2008 dividend of $0.05 per share will be paid on Sept. 10, 2008 to 
the EDS stockholders of record as of the close of business on Aug. 15, 2008.  

In connection with the settlement, HP and EDS have entered into an amendment of the definitive 
agreement to incorporate the terms of the settlement and other terms agreed to by the parties.  

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.simulia.com/products/unified_fea.html
http://www.simulia.com/products/multiphysics.html
http://www.simulia.com/products/slm.html
http://www.hp.com/
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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Hosts PLM-Focused Event at the AMB International Exhibition for Metal Working: 
Special Attention on the relationship between PLM & Automation and PLM & Mechatronics 
29 July 2008 

CIMdata will host a PLM-focused event during the AMB International Exhibition for Metal Working on 
the10th, 11th, and 12th September, 2008 at Messe Stuttgart, in Stuttgart, Germany. The event will be 
comprised of three sessions which are focused on critical and timely aspects of PLM as an enterprise-
wide initiative that will enable more collaboration throughout the entire product development lifecycle. 
Special attention will be given to the relationship between PLM and Automation as well as PLM and 
Mechatronics. 

The PLM sessions are open to all AMB participants including members of the press at no additional 
costs. 

The CIMdata PLM Sessions 

The PLM sessions will be held on the mornings of the10th, 11th, and 12th September from 10:30-12:00. 
They will combine presentations by CIMdata experts and panel discussions with leading solution 
suppliers.  

Day 1, Wednesday 10 September 2008 

State of the PLM industry: A CIMdata presentation 

This session will provide an overview of the status of PLM industry with a focus on the scope of PLM, 
how it is used within industrial companies, trends in the market, and a review of the various types of 
PLM solutions that are being provided by PLM suppliers. This session is designed to provide a better 
understanding of PLM, the evolution and growth of the PLM industry, how PLM can be used to 
improve and sustain your company’s ability to more quickly and efficiently develop and deliver 
competitive products, and the role that it can provide for your company. 

Day 2, Thursday 11 September 2008 

PLM, Digital Manufacturing, and Automation: A panel discussion 

The growing relationship between PLM and Automation has been highlighted recently by a variety of 
visible industry activities. The evolution of PLM and development of closer ties to the factory floor 
through Digital Manufacturing and other initiatives has accelerated as the value has been more widely 
recognized and PLM suppliers have more aggressively targeted this area for support. This discussion 
will focus on the value and evolution of the integration of PLM and Automation and how it can provide 
a significant impact and business advantage for a company. 

Day 3, Friday 12 September 2008 

PLM and Mechatronics: A panel discussion 

Products continue to become more complex, and have begun to include a range of mechanical, 
electronic, and embedded software components. Successful PLM environments must provide solid 
support for product definition and management in this environment and must be able to handle the full 
product definition. This panel discussion will focus on the importance of managing the complete product 
definition, successful approaches taken by industrial companies, and the impact on their ability to 

http://cms.messe-stuttgart.de/cms/index.php?id=25603&L=1
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deliver more competitive products and services to their customers. 

About PLM 

CIMdata defines PLM as a strategic business approach that applies a consistent set of business solutions 
in support of the collaborative creation, management, dissemination, and use of product definition 
information across the extended enterprise from concept to end of life—integrating people, processes, 
business systems, and information. PLM forms the product information backbone for a company and its 
extended enterprise. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cost Savings and Cycle Time Reductions are Still the Leading Drivers for PLM Implementations 
According to CIMdata’s Latest Poll 
1 August 2008 

 
NOTE: The results of these polls are anecdotal, not scientific.  
If you have a suggestion for a poll you'd like to see contact us at info@cimdata.com. 

Analysis 
The results of last month’s poll (What is the primary driver for deploying PLM solutions within 
your business) indicate that cost savings and cycle time reductions are still the leading drivers for 
PLM implementations. These two areas represent over 50% of the responders primary drivers 
(25% for cost savings and 28% for cycle time reductions). These have been the primary drivers 
for over four years – in a similar CIMdata poll in 2004 over 53% indicated the same primary 
drivers. New product introduction also remains important with 16% of respondents indicating 
that it was a primary driver. These results confirm that enterprises are under pressure to get new 
products to market faster while continuing to reduce costs. These pressures reflect the need for 
companies to improve their profitability and maintain their competitive position through faster 
delivery of more products. 

http://www.cimdata.com/
mailto:info@cimdata.com
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Improving manufacturability is also an important driver with 14% of respondents indicating it 
was primary. This is up from just over 3% four years ago and indicates the increasing importance 
of being able to more efficiently (and more cost effectively) manufacture the increasing number 
of new or improved products being brought to market. Other factors such as serviceability and 
regulatory compliance are drivers but at this time less important than cost and time reductions. 

For comparison results from this poll when it was featured in 2004: 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

New Opinion Poll Posted on Establishing Formal Metrics to Track Improvement Resulting From the 
Use of Your PLM Solution 
1 August 2008 

Have you established formal metrics that you use to track improvement resulting from use of your PLM 
solution? Vote now  

You will be able to see how your organization compares to others when we announce the results of this 
poll at the end of August. 

The results of these polls are tabulated as you vote. The results are completely anonymous. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
ANSYS Named to S&P Global Challengers List 
29 July 2008 

ANSYS, Inc. announced that it has been named to Standard & Poor's prestigious annual Global 
Challengers List, a roster of mid-sized companies that show the "highest growth characteristics." 
ANSYS was one of 13 U.S. information technology companies recently named to the global list of 300 
strong performers.  

Every year, the S&P Global Challengers List designates 300 mid-size companies that show the highest 

http://www.cimdata.com/research/polls/polls.php
http://www.ansys.com/
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growth characteristics along dimensions encompassing intrinsic and extrinsic growth. These companies 
are expected to emerge as challengers to the world's leading companies. To be considered for the Global 
Challengers designation, a company must have a market value between $1 billion and $5 billion, and 
must have shown three-year share price gains, earnings per share growth, sales growth and employee 
growth in the last three years. The companies, broken down into nine sectors, are examined by Standard 
& Poor's using the company's public listing in its home country.  

"This designation from Standard & Poor's labels ANSYS as 'likely to grow,' and 'offering stability as 
well as rapid growth opportunities.' It is indeed an honor to be among the 300 companies on the list," 
said Jim Cashman, president and CEO of ANSYS, Inc. "It verifies that our long-established strategy of 
providing excellent value to our customers via best-in-class engineering simulation solutions is the right 
one for us. It has enabled our company to grow and provide exciting career opportunities for our 
employees, and it has delivered superior returns to our stockholders." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Communications Service Provider Product Management is Broken 
29 July 2008 

A survey of leaders in Communication Service Provider (CSP) product management has revealed the 
extent to which the product management process is manual, fragmented and inefficient. The survey, 
carried out by Tribold, highlights how the continued use of manual product management processes and 
confusion over departmental ownership of product management is having a costly impact upon business 
performance. 

A key business challenge for CSPs is time to market for new products. Tribold’s survey found that only 
5% of respondents felt that they could launch new products within a three-month period, with nearly 
half (45%) taking between six and 12 months to bring a new product to market. The current manual 
product management processes are clearly central to this issue, as 80% of respondents felt that an 
automated product lifecycle management (PLM) system would have a significant positive impact upon 
time and cost KPIs for product delivery. Currently, fewer than half of CSPs are meeting time to market 
and cost to market KPIs. 

With the impact of manual product management processes on business performance – with a significant 
proportion of products left unmanaged - it is no wonder that 66% of CSPs are currently undertaking 
some sort of product consolidation and rationalisation. In addition, more than a quarter of CSPs (27%) 
are already investing in new product management systems to address the key issues. 

Simon Muderack, COO of Tribold, commented: “Our survey has confirmed our worst fears about the 
state of product management within CSPs. Manual processes and lack of integration and collaboration 
between departments is resulting in delays in bringing new products to market and poor management of 
existing product catalogs. The good news is that there is clear recognition within the industry that an 
automated approach to product lifecycle management can have immediate and significant business 
benefits.” 

Tribold’s survey of leaders in CSP product management was carried out online in April 2008. The 
webinar explaining the survey results can be found on Tribold’s website: 
http://www.tribold.com/survey-webinar.  

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.tribold.com/survey-webinar
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Complex Data Networks in Development Departments Need Standards - ENX Association Joins the 
ProSTEP iViP Association 
31 July 2008 

The European Network Exchange Association (ENX), Frankfurt, is the ProSTEP iViP Association's 
newest member. The range of services that ENX provides includes standardized communication services 
for the European automotive industry. The objective of the organization is to operate a global 
communications network and managed security services for the European automotive industry. 

The ENX Association was founded in June 2000 by European automobile manufacturers, the suppliers 
Bosch, Karmann and VDO Automotive, as well as four national automobile associations. It monitors the 
quality of the services offered by the providers, makes central ENX network services available and helps 
these service providers efficiently solve problems that arise. 

"We are increasingly directing our focus toward process consulting. We would also like to contribute 
our know-how in this area to the ProSTEP iViP project group Secure Product Creation Processes (SP²)", 
stated Lennart Oly, managing director of ENX. SP² is drawing up recommendations for implementing 
secure data exchange processes in cross-enterprise product development. 

ENX sees the ProSTEP iViP Association as a strong partner in the area of standardization. Both 
organizations want to increase the level of cooperation between national and international 
standardization organizations. 

About the ProSTEP iViP Association 

The ProSTEP iViP Association is an international branch-specific community comprising leading 
companies in the automotive and aerospace industries, system vendors and research institutes. The aim 
of the ProSTEP iViP Association is to find solutions for the challenges facing the manufacturing 
industry as a result of networked collaboration in a worldwide development network.  

A concept based on a coherent, cross-organizational and cross-domain view of data, processes and 
systems provides a solid foundation for meeting these challenges. The Association's five main areas of 
focus reflect this approach: process management, system integration, product data standardization, 
engineering collaboration and knowledge transfer.  

The ProSTEP iViP Association is headquartered in Darmstadt, Germany, and was founded in October 
1993 by 38 industrial companies and a number of system vendors as part of the German STEP initiative. 
Members of the ProSTEP iViP Association currently include about 200 companies and organizations 
from 17 nations. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dyadem Expands Worldwide with Global Partnerships 
28 July 2008 

Dyadem announced that it has hired Stephen Dunn as Vice President of Global Alliances.  

Dyadem already has partnerships with some of the leading Risk Management firms in North America 
and is now looking to forge partnerships in Europe, Asia Pacific and South and Central America to 
fulfill the demand coming from these regions. Previously with MatrixOne, Stephen Dunn will be 
responsible for building on Dyadem’s growth into new and emerging markets where quality and risk are 

http://www.enxo.com/
http://www.dyadem.com/
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key success factors. 

“The global marketplace is rapidly learning the benefits of quality and risk lifecycle management. We 
have customers in discrete and process manufacturing on five continents already and as we expand in 
those regions we are looking for local firms to represent Dyadem in a variety of capacities," said Kevin 
North, President and CEO of Dyadem. “As the North American economy softens and certain 
international markets boom, emerging manufacturers must re-focus their efforts on quality in their 
product lifecycle, and take advantage of the geographic shifts in economy.” 

Stephen’s leadership and revenue achievements helped drive growth and secure successful IPOs for 
MatrixOne Corporation and Workgroup Technology Corporation in the Product Lifecycle Management 
market, and helped position Rasna Corporation for its acquisition by Parametric Technology 
Corporation.  

Click here to return to Contents 

EVE Appoints Korean Country Manager 
22 July 2008 

Chae-Min Lee has joined EVE as country manager for EVE Korea Inc.  

In the past decade, Lee worked for Synopsys Korea as sales manager and Cadence Korea as sales 
director, where he managed the sales team and value added resellers (VARs), and focused on the service 
business. Previously, Lee worked for I&C Microsystems, Anam Semiconductor Design and Daisy 
Systems Korea. He started his career within the Samsung Electronics Semiconductor Division’s R&D 
Center and is a graduate of Sogang University.  

"Our ideal sales executive must be someone who can help us continue our fast trajectory," says Tsugumi 
Fujitani, vice president of Japan and Asia Sales. "Chae-Min fits the requirements. He has an especially 
strong mix of engineering, management and sales skills that will serve him well at EVE." Adds Lee: 
"I'm delighted to join EVE. It's a great company with excellent products and an unlimited future. Its 
ZeBu is a tool that is a match for the Korean market."  

Click here to return to Contents 

ITI Marks 25th Anniversary 
28 July 2008 

International TechneGroup Incorporated (ITI) will mark twenty five years in business in August, 2008. 
The company was founded in August 1983 by the late Dr. Jason "Jack" Lemon. 

Dr. Lemon was also the founder of Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC; now Siemens). 

With global headquarters in Milford, OH (USA) ITI maintains development, sales, and support offices 
and representation throughout North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. ITI's list of clients includes 
such leading organizations as: Hitachi, Samsung, Ford, Caterpillar, Volvo, LG, Johnson Controls, 
Boeing, Honeywell, General Electric, Motorola, Toyota, Honda, P&H Mining, Siemens, John Deere, 
Fiat, Seagate, Whirlpool, Cummins Engine, ANSYS, PTC, GM, AlliedSignal, Lockheed Martin, 
Whirlpool, Xerox, Kodak, TRW, Hyundi, IBM, Pratt & Whitney, Dassault Systemes, Autodesk, 
DuPont, and many other industry leaders. 

http://www.eve-team.com/
http://www.iti-global.com/
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Even prior to the company's beginning senior ITI principals were instrumental in pioneering and 
applying many of the methodologies, technologies, and tools now considered standard throughout 
engineering and new product development processes world-wide.  

"The manner in which new products are created is continually evolving," explains Michael Lemon, ITI 
Chairman & CEO. "We are identifying and refining best practices in order to help clients fully leverage 
the best available technologies and processes. Twenty-five years ago ITI was founded on a vision to 
deliver sustainable improvements based on making better decisions during the very early stages of a 
product development process - accurate decisions about the product that would ensure its ultimate 
success and eliminate time and cost over-run associated with changes. Today we continue to reach new 
levels in that area," continued Lemon. "Our success over the years is a testament to these basic 
principals along with the expertise and dedication of the people who make up the entire ITI family of 
employees world-wide. While we are certainly proud of our accomplishments over the past quarter 
century, we are even more excited by what the future holds for us at ITI." 

Headquartered in Milford, Ohio (USA), ITI is a leading global provider of consulting, software products 
and related integration services that enable clients to improve their product and manufacturing process 
development capabilities. 

Click here to return to Contents 

NRX Appoints Stephen Crampton as Vice President Asia Pacific 
1 August 2008 

NRX Global Corp. announced the appointment of Stephen Crampton as Vice President Asia Pacific. 
Crampton has an extensive history of success in the dynamic Asia Pacific region and will be responsible 
for leading the company’s aggressive plans for expansion in territories, such as China, India, Australia, 
Japan, Korea and South East Asia.  

Over his 20-year career, Crampton has been responsible for building and managing successful sales, 
support & services organizations, serving a variety of asset intensive industries across the Asia Pacific 
region. Crampton held various positions with Intergraph Corporation, in Huntsville, Alabama, USA, 
where he was responsible for operations in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Japan, as well as 
distributors in other territories in the region. Most recently, Crampton was responsible for establishing 
an Enterprise Solutions practice for the Asia Pacific region.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Peter Marton Joins Surfware, Inc. as Sales Managing Director 
30 July 2008 

Surfware, Inc. announced that Peter Marton has joined the firm as Sales Managing Director. 

Marton has an extensive background in CAD/CAM/CAE and manufacturing solutions. As president of 
Marton Consulting Inc., he provided sales, CNC programming and post processing services for clients in 
the aerospace, medical, plastic molding, forging and consumer products industries. During his twenty-
year career, he has worked with both small and large machine shops, selling software solutions and 
managing technical solutions. In addition to his sales, programming and design skills, he has hands-on 
experience as a mold designer and mold maker. 

http://www.nrx.com/
http://www.surfware.com/
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"We are extremely pleased that Peter Marton has decided to join our firm," says Stephen Diehl, 
President and CEO of Surfware, Inc. "Peter brings a depth and breadth of sales and technical knowledge 
that will be invaluable to our business strategy as we continue to provide new and exciting developments 
in our flagship product, SURFCAM Velocity, and our patent-pending TrueMill technology. As a very 
dedicated worker and a team player, Peter is a perfect fit for our company." 

According to Diehl, among Marton's responsibilities will be looking for new opportunities in the areas 
of licensing and business partnerships and working with the firm's domestic and international team of 
dealer resellers. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Announces Winners of DesignQuest Challenge 
29 July 2008 

PTC announced the winners of its 2008 DesignQuest Challenge. Sponsored by the PTC Global 
Education Program, the worldwide design competition provides students the opportunity to showcase 
their achievements in product design using PTC Pro/ENGINEER® or Pro/DESKTOP®. The 
competition was open to individual students and student teams attending academic institutions that are 
currently enrolled in the PTC Global Education Program. Each contestant had to be a registered student 
in the 2007-2008 academic year and was sponsored by a teacher at their school.  

Students were invited to submit designs in two categories – K-12 and University – during the November 
2007 - April 2008 competition. Each submission included a short description of the design, the problem 
it solves (or how it improves upon existing products), and why it is important. Finalists from each 
category were selected by the PTC Education team and then evaluated by a panel of judges from the 
PTC/USER community (http://www.ptcuser.org) to select the Grand Prize Winner in each category. 
Each contestant was evaluated in the following criteria:  

• Solves Unique or Defined Problem  

• Innovative Design  

• Design Quality  

• Complexity of Design  

• Feasibility of Solution  

• Ergonomics/Ease of Use  

• Aesthetics/Style  

The Grand Prize Winners:  
K-12: Thayer Adsit Newburyport High School, MA - Hydrogen Engine  

University: Mark Armstrong, University of Sunderland, UK - Archimedes Screw Propelled Vehicle  

Finalists entries may be viewed at: http://www.ptc.com/for/education/gallery/worldwide-design-
challenge/  

About PTC’s Global Education Program 

PTC's education program provides teachers and professors with complete learning solutions to prepare a 

http://www.ptcuser.org/
http://www.ptc.com/for/education/gallery/worldwide-design-challenge/
http://www.ptc.com/for/education/gallery/worldwide-design-challenge/
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new generation for success in a technological world. From secondary school to the university level, PTC 
gives students product development education by providing software, training and classroom materials 
to educators worldwide. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Surfware, Inc., Developer of Surfcam CadCam Software, Celebrates Its 20th Anniversary 
29 July 2008 

Surfware, Inc. is celebrating its 20th Anniversary in 2008, based on 58 years of machining experience 
and innovation. 

In 1950, Victor Diehl opened a mold shop in Southern California for machine tooling medical products. 
Victor and his son Alan pioneered numerous innovations in the industry and in 1988, Alan, along with 
his sons Larry and Bryan Diehl, formed the software company Surfware. 

Today, Surfware is among the top ten fastest-growing CAD/CAM software companies in the world. 
SURFCAM is used worldwide for mechanical design, surface modeling, solid modeling, reverse 
engineering, prototyping, mold-making, pattern-making and production machining. 

Surfware's flagship product, SURFCAM Velocity, supports product design and NC programming of 2-, 
3-, 4, and 5-axis machines. In addition, its patent-pending TrueMill® technology has been established as 
the world's only toolpath that intelligently manages tool load to increase productivity and tool life for all 
materials. 

Some history -- 

Throughout the 1950s, Victor Diehl supported his family through his focus on precision mold products 
for the medical industry. In the 1960s, Victor and son Alan invested in NC (Numerical Control) 
machines to expedite tooling of components for aircraft manufacturing. Ten years later, Alan and his 
brother-in-law Jack Epps, a physicist, built a smart NC machine powered by a mini-computer. 

In 1980, Bryan and Larry Diehl, Alan's sons, greatly influenced by the mathematical skills of their uncle 
Jack, joined the machining firm and wrote a UNIX program for surface modeling and machining. In 
1988, Surfware, Inc. was formed by Alan, Larry and Bryan, and SURFCAM was launched -- the first 
PC-based modeling and NC programming software to be offered commercially to the industry. 

Over the next decade, SURFCAM's features advanced along with the capabilities of the PC. Every 
release brought new firsts and functionality: first NURBS surface technology on a PC ; first PC-based 
four-axis simultaneous machining; first CAM system for 32-bit enhanced-mode Microsoft Windows, 
first PC CAM system with automatic rendering of blended surfaces; first to deploy new features in 2- 
and 3-axis rest machining. 

In early 2000, Pat Patterson (Uncle Pat), assisted by Alan, began work on what would become the 
TrueMill technology, a completely new toolpath strategy that controls the load on the tool to 
significantly increase productivity (in some cases over 100%) and extend tool life for all materials, 
including aluminum, steels, titanium, Inconel and other exotics. 

SURFCAM Velocity powered by TrueMill was launched in 2005, with internal instructions on how to 
limit the maximum stepover to cut optimally everywhere along the toolpath on any part geometry. The 
software was the 2005 winner of Industry Week's Technology Innovation Award. Since that time, in live 
demos and on customer sites, SURFCAM powered by TrueMill has continued to excel. 
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In 2008, Stephen Diehl, Alan's eldest son, became President and CEO of the company. According to 
Stephen, "I am honored and happy to announce our 20th anniversary. For almost six decades, my family 
and the Surfware team have focused on creating innovative, high-quality products that enhance the 
industries we serve. I am constantly amazed by the many beneficial uses that our customers have found 
for Surfcam and TrueMill. As the sole provider of the TrueMill technology that manages tool 
engagement to create superior toolpaths, we are committed to helping our customers become more 
efficient, profitable and successful." 

SURFCAM is sold through an international network of dealers as well as through Surfware itself. 
"Many of our dealers have been with us since the beginning," says Stephen. "We are deeply grateful for 
their contributions, hard work and loyalty over the years. Dealers like Programming Plus in Wisconsin; 
Tangent Concepts Inc. in San Jose; CAMcad Technologies in Florida; Applied CIM Technology in 
Minnesota; CIM Solutions in Michigan; Online Resources in Indiana; DM Solutions in New Hampshire; 
Design & Software in Ohio; 3D Concepts GMBH in Germany; 3E Praha in the Czech Republic; Data 
Design in Japan and Remsi Finland/Oy Digima in Finland, to name just a few, have all been major 
contributors to Surfware's success." 

"We were one of the earliest SURFCAM dealers," says Don McKillop, President of CAMcad 
Technologies. "When we started selling SURFCAM, Surfware's focus was on high-performance 3-D 
surface machining on a PC. Surfware, the CAM industry, and CAMcad have matured significantly since 
then, and Surfware has consistently been on the cutting edge of innovation, particularly with their 
TrueMill technology. We have customers who view SURFCAM and TrueMill as their secret weapon. 
We wish Surfware the best on their 20th Anniversary and continued success in the future." 

Camarillo, California-based Surfware will present the newest release of its flagship software, Surfcam 
Velocity 4, at IMTS (International Manufacturing Trade Show) in September in Chicago. Velocity 4 is a 
major release with significant new features in 3-axis, 4/5-axis and TrueMill technology.  

Click here to return to Contents 

VizSeek Names Brian P. Phillips CEO 
23 July 2008 

VizSeek®, a shape search engine that allows people to search using drawings and diagrams, announced 
the appointment of Brian P. Phillips to the position of chief executive officer. The addition of Mr. 
Phillips to the VizSeek management team will help the company meet the growing demand for its 
shape-based search engine technology and extend it to solve more business problems. As CEO, Mr. 
Phillips will oversee all company operations and lead key business development initiatives. He joins 
VizSeek from Zurich Ventures, where he was founder, managing partner and interim CEO.  

"Brian significantly strengthens our management team, with his technology industry expertise and his 
proven track record of leading early-stage companies," said Nainesh Rathod, chairman of VizSeek. 
"We're at a pivotal stage of expansion and know that Brian's support will prove invaluable as we look to 
fulfill an increasing demand for shape-based search solutions worldwide."  

At Zurich Ventures, Mr. Phillips served as business consultant for numerous early-stage technology 
companies. Before founding Zurich Ventures, Mr. Phillips was CEO and president of Tonic Software, a 
top B2B management software provider acquired by Symantec. Previously he held top sales and 
business development management positions with IBM Tivoli Systems and Teubner, a global leader in 
mainframe connectivity solutions. Mr. Phillips also founded two other successful start-up companies and 
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served as a management consultant with Ernst & Young.  

Search engines have revolutionized how people and businesses find and use information. But whole 
sectors of the global economy – from mechanical engineers and biochemists to architects and individual 
inventors – lack technologies that can search on shapes, which is an integral part of how these sectors 
use and store information.  

Unlike traditional search engines, which use text or pixels in photos to find matches among shapes, 
VizSeek can search for shapes by using drawings to achieve more precise results. The VizSeek search 
engine works with everything from simple 2-D drawings to more complex 3-D renderings – even 
delivering matches when only a single angle of the diagram is provided. For example, a mechanical 
engineer could use VizSeek to locate component parts for a new product that he is designing. Or a 
multimedia artist could use VizSeek to search for designs available in the public domain.  

For more information on VizSeek, visit http://www.vizseek.com  

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
CADWorx Plant Design Suite 2008 and PV Elite for Pressure Vessel Design to be Featured at August 
1 in Mumbai, India COADE Discovery Tour Event 
26 July 2008 

COADE announced the fourth stop of the COADE Discovery Tour in India will be August 1st in 
Mumbai. These events, organized in conjunction with KLG Systel Ltd, COADE’s Global Network 
Partner in the region, feature COADE’s Plant Design and Engineering Solutions and highlight these 
products’ interoperability between design and analysis. Product demonstrations will include CADWorx 
for AutoCAD-based plant design and PVElite for pressure vessel and heat exchanger design and 
analysis, and KLG and current users of CADWorx and PV Elite will share their experiences using these 
products in challenging real-world applications. An invitation-only executive briefing, earlier in the 
morning, will feature Vornel Walker, manager of Marketing and Partner Development at COADE, who 
will discuss industry trends and COADE’s product development initiatives.  

These tour events will introduce COADE CAD/CAE solutions for plant design and engineering analysis 
to additional owner operators in the process, power, water treatment, pharmaceutical, food and beverage 
and semiconductor industries in the region. The India tour schedule includes July 28th in New Delhi, 
July 29th in Kolkata, July 31st in Chennai and August 1st in Mumbai. Information about COADE can 
be found at http://www.coade.com. Information about KLG Systel Ltd can be found at 
http://www.klgsystel.com. To register for these events online please go to 
https://fs12.formsite.com/coade/form545332030/secure_index.html.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Cimatron Group to Present New CAD/CAM Solutions for Tooling and Manufacturing at IMTS 
31 July 2008 

Cimatron Ltd. will present new versions of the CimatronE and GibbsCAM product lines at the 
upcoming International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS), which will take place September 8-

http://www.vizseek.com/
http://www.coade.com/
http://www.klgsystel.com/
https://fs12.formsite.com/coade/form545332030/secure_index.html
http://www.cimatron.com/
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13 in Chicago, Illinois.  

“IMTS attendees will have a unique opportunity to get up to speed on the latest advancements in tooling 
and manufacturing,” said Bill Gibbs, President of Gibbs and Associates and Cimatron Group North 
America. “It is also an exciting opportunity for the Cimatron Group to present the breadth and depth of 
our two product lines—CimatronE and GibbsCAM—under the same roof. We look forward to meeting 
with the industry’s leaders at this important event.” 

CimatronE CAD/CAM Solutions for Toolmakers and Manufacturers – Booth D 3037 

The CimatronE solution suite provides integrated CAD/CAM solutions for mold, tool, and die makers, 
as well as manufacturers of discrete parts. CimatronE solutions streamline the entire design to 
manufacturing cycle, enabling tool makers and manufacturers to shorten product delivery time. 
Specialized applications for mold and die makers save time with high level of automation, while 
empowering the experienced user with full flexibility to control the entire process. The hybrid 
environment enables toolmakers to work in 2D or 3D and use surface or solid operations 
interchangeably to best match the task at hand.  

New CimatronE applications and enhancements presented at the IMTS include solutions for die quoting 
and transfer die design, a new electrode CMM application, and many other new features and 
enhancements to CimatronE’s mold and die design and NC applications.  

GibbsCAM Solutions for Discrete Production – Booth D-3001 

GibbsCAM solutions provide a broad range of CNC programming capabilities for milling, turning, mill-
turn, rotary milling, tombstone-fixtured, wire-EDM, and multi-turret/multi-spindle machining. Modeling 
functionality tuned specifically for manufacturing supports the creation and manipulation of wireframe, 
surface, and solid geometries. Featuring an intuitive user interface, built-in associativity, and simulation 
capabilities, GibbsCAM empowers manufacturers to increase productivity and elevate responsiveness to 
customer requirements and design changes. 

New GibbsCAM capabilities presented at the IMTS include advanced 3-axis milling functionality with 
support for high-speed machining (HSM). 

The IMTS will be held September 8-13 at the McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois. For information 
and registration, visit http://imts.com/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Collaborate for Success at ISEIT 2008 
28 July 2008 

AVEVA announced that it will again be hosting the International Symposium for Engineering 
Information Technology (ISEIT) on the 7-8 October in Paris, France and the 16-18 November in Austin, 
Texas, USA. 

ISEIT continues to be one of the most important annual events for professionals and business managers 
involved in the complete lifecycle of process and power plant assets. It brings together senior executives 
from both EPC and Owner Operator companies to network and discuss the opportunities offered by the 
latest engineering IT developments. 

The theme for ISEIT this year is 'Collaborate for Success', exploring how companies can operate more 

http://www.gibbscam.com/
http://imts.com/
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efficiently by utilising distributed resources. 

Richard Longdon, CEO of AVEVA said: 

"AVEVA is leading the way in delivering web-enabled information sharing and management solutions 
to support growing global collaboration in the engineering industry. At this year's events executives will 
gain valuable insight into the challenges, opportunities and emerging technologies involved in working 
together to meet the 21st Century's demands for designing, building and operating ever bigger and more 
complex process plants. "Delegates will have the opportunity to hear presentations from industry 
leaders, discuss the challenges of collaboration, and network with peers who share their goals and 
aspirations." 

Each event will feature an Exhibitor area, where delegates will be able to meet companies who offer 
productivity-enhancing technologies that are complementary to AVEVA's engineering and collaboration 
solutions.  

ISEIT Americas to host Third Annual ‘Engineering Excellence to the Extreme' Awards 

The ISEIT Americas event will host the third annual "Engineering Excellence to the Extreme" awards 
ceremony. These awards recognize AVEVA customers and the engineering excellence and problem-
solving that goes into realising process plant and marine projects, whether it be scope, environment, 
safety, risk, schedule, or other factors. Deadline for 2008 nominations is October 31, 2008.  

To obtain an online nomination form, please visit http://www.iseit.com/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

New in Norway: AVEVA NET Showcase for Integrated Operations 
1 August 2008 

AVEVA announced that it will be publicly previewing its AVEVA NET technology for Owner 
Operators in Norway for the first time, at ONS in Stavanger, one of the industry's most high-profile 
international oil and gas events.  

The focus of the showcase will be AVEVA NET's "integrated operations" capability, which provides 
fast and easy access to multi-format information from disparate sources and across all areas of the 
business, to better support regulatory compliance and enhance the safety of plants and their personnel.  

AVEVA NET makes data available wherever and whenever it is required - and in whatever combination 
- regardless of which programs created it. This makes AVEVA NET a natural fit for an operational 
environment, where different types of information often need to be made available at a moment's notice, 
in order to support the decision making processes associated (in particular) with plant maintenance.  

To this end, AVEVA NET features: the latest release of AVEVA NET Portal, a renamed and upgraded 
version of AVEVA's proven VNET solution, which provides a unified, web-based, digital view of the 
physical plant that can be shared easily across offices and territories; and AVEVA NET Enterprise, a 
fully customisable, plant data management system that supports workflow-based interoperability and 
change management.  

AVEVA NET is compliant with ISO 15926 and is a natural progression of the data warehousing 
approach, using a "federated" model, in which data is indexed in its native format, rather than in the 
rigid structures of a data warehouse. This is made possible through the use of XML and the latest 

http://www.iseit.com/
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interoperability benefits of the Microsoft infrastructure. The results: rapid implementation, support for 
ongoing development across the entire lifespan, lower cost of ownership and more up-to-date, accurate 
data - with no extensive, upfront data consolidation exercise. 

Derek Middlemas, Executive Vice President, Business Strategy, at AVEVA, commented: "There is 
mounting pressure in the industry to rapidly achieve integrated operations. AVEVA NET provides for 
fast, flexible data, from virtually any source and in virtually any format. It can spot data discrepancies 
and make information instantly visible across teams and continents, through a simple browser. We 
believe AVEVA NET is the right choice of vehicle to meet the challenges of the integrated operations 
journey." 

Click here to return to Contents 

2008 International ANSYS Conference to Inspire Engineering:  Engineering Simulation Solutions 
Leader Brings Together Product Innovators 
28 July 2008 

ANSYS, Inc. announced its hallmark event, the 2008 International ANSYS Conference. A must-attend 
event for executives, managers and technical staff in a wide range of industries, the conference is 
scheduled for August 26 to 28 at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A. 

This is the 14th conference that ANSYS has staged since its inaugural event in 1983. During the last two 
decades, as simulation has become a critical element of the product development process, the content, 
breadth of technology and attendance of the International ANSYS Conference has grown as well. 
Companies from around the world, in a wide range of industries, are planning to attend the 2008 event. 
More than 800 people attended the last conference, held in 2006. ANSYS also will be hosting an analyst 
day in conjunction with the conference on August 26 for financial and industry analysts. 

The International ANSYS Conference brings together engineers, analysts and management from all 
disciplines of simulation to learn about the future of engineering design simulation and analysis. 
Themed “Inspiring Engineering,” this year’s conference will showcase how global, innovative 
companies use engineering simulation to inspire their engineering designs, resulting in improved 
products and processes. The conference will demonstrate how the ANSYS vision and its powerful 
technologies meet the ever-changing needs of users who demand integrated, automated, scalable and 
multidisciplinary tools. In addition, participants will have the opportunity to see and hear how future 
capabilities from ANSYS will impact the industry, to try out the hands-on preview, and to exchange 
ideas with ANSYS team members, industry experts and colleagues from companies throughout the 
world. 

“We believe simulation leads to inspired engineering. It powers the product innovation engine,” said Jim 
Cashman, president and CEO of ANSYS, Inc. “We see evidence of this every day as we engage with 
our customers around the world. Companies successful at leveraging simulation throughout the product 
development process have a distinct advantage in an increasingly competitive global environment. The 
conference is a great opportunity for all of us to learn about the unique ways customers are innovating 
through Simulation Driven Product Development™.” 

The 2008 International ANSYS Conference will feature dynamic keynote presentations, technical 
sessions, management sessions, ANSYS Solves topics (which provide an inside look at the latest 
technologies from ANSYS and how this technology can be applied to help ensure success), and vendor 
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exhibitions. 

Keynote conference speakers will discuss the use of simulation as a vehicle for inspired engineering 
design:  

- James E. Cashman III, President and Chief Executive Officer, ANSYS, Inc.: perspectives on the 
ANSYS vision for Simulation Driven Product Development 

- Dipankar Choudhury, Vice President, Corporate Product Strategy and Planning, ANSYS, Inc.: product 
plans and roadmap 

- Willem Toet, Head of Aerodynamics, BMW Sauber F1: strategic utilization of CFD for competitive 
advantage in automotive racing 

- Jerry Young, Director, Materials and Structures Technology, Boeing – Phantom Works: challenges for 
advanced simulation in aerospace product development 

Technical sessions will detail how product development professionals in specific industries and 
application areas have deployed simulation technology in their design process: academic, aerospace and 
defense, biomedical, chemicals, civil engineering, consumer products, electronics, knowledge 
management, large-scale analysis, materials processing, multiphysics simulation, nuclear power, oil and 
gas, optimization and Design for Six Sigma, power generation, semiconductors, sustainable and green 
technologies, and turbomachinery. 

To highlight managerial concerns, a management roundtable will host a panel discussion at which 
innovative, successful and visionary ANSYS customers share how they have applied simulation 
technology to achieve significant success within their global organizations. This panel discussion, 
themed "Inspiring Engineering with Simulation,” is a chance for attendees to hear from — and pose 
questions to — a diverse group of managers from leading global organizations, including Becton, 
Dickinson and Company; The Dow Chemical Company; Goodrich Corporation; Texas Instruments 
Incorporated; and Whirlpool Corporation. 

A second roundtable discussion featuring thought leaders in high-performance computing (HPC) will 
examine how significant advances in HPC create an opportunity for ANSYS customers to improve their 
overall ROI concerning the use of simulation. Panelists will include representatives from ANSYS, 
Hewlett-Packard Company, Microsoft Corporation and Silicon Graphics, Inc. 

The World of Inspiration Expo will provide a great opportunity to learn, get inspired and network with 
peers as ANSYS and its most valued partners provide hands-on demos, literature and displays of their 
innovative products. The hands-on area will give attendees the opportunity to work with the full range of 
software offerings from ANSYS, as well as preview the upcoming ANSYS capabilities. In addition, 
experts in disciplines from nonlinear, explicit, and fluid structure interaction to full multiphysics, 
meshing and electronics will be available to consult informally on problem solving and best practices. 
Formal presentations will be staged in the area as well, providing another opportunity to learn about the 
latest technology from ANSYS.  

Post-conference training, to be held August 28 and 29 at the Westin Convention Center Pittsburgh, will 
offer insight into products from ANSYS for a variety of advanced analyses. Participants will receive 
hands-on instruction on topics ranging from combustion modeling to multiphysics. 

Sponsors of the 2008 International ANSYS Conference include Intel and SGI (platinum level) as well as 
Hewlett-Packard, Microsoft, Moldflow, AMD, CEI, Dell and nCode. 
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Visit http://www.ansys.com/conference2008 for more information and to register. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
Aspen Technology Announces Selected Preliminary Financial Results for the Fourth Quarter and 
Fiscal Year 2008 
31 July 2008 

Aspen Technology, Inc. announced selected preliminary financial results for the fourth quarter and fiscal 
year 2008 ended June 30, 2008.  

Mark Fusco, Chief Executive Officer of AspenTech, said “The fourth quarter was a strong finish to a 
record fiscal 2008 performance. License bookings of approximately $70 million in the fourth quarter 
finished a year in which the company grew license bookings over 15% compared to fiscal 2007. For the 
quarter and the fiscal year, the company’s performance was well-balanced across product lines, vertical 
markets, geographies and deals of all sizes. We continue to be optimistic about the company’s long-term 
fundamental outlook based on our industry leading domain expertise, unique suite of aspenONE 
solutions and solid demand in our core markets.”  

The Company’s cash balance at the end of the fourth quarter was approximately $135 million, as 
compared to approximately $136 million at the end of the third quarter and approximately $133 million 
at the end of fiscal 2007. Cash balances did not grow in proportion to operating profitability because the 
Company continued with its plan to decrease the sale of installments receivable for cash. During fiscal 
2008, the Company sold approximately $90 million less of installments receivable as compared to fiscal 
2007, contributing to an increase of over $140 million in the Company’s installments and accounts 
receivable balances. In addition, the Company used positive cash flows from operations to reduce its 
secured borrowing balance by over $50 million.  

Brad Miller, Chief Financial Officer of AspenTech, said “We ended fiscal 2008 with a strong financial 
position. We continued to generate substantial cash flows from operations during fiscal 2008, and we 
expect the growth in installments receivables and continued paydown of the secured borrowings balance 
to ultimately result in increased net interest income and future cash flows.”  

Conference Call and Webcast  

AspenTech will host a conference call and webcast today, July 31, 2008, at 8:30 am (Eastern Time) to 
discuss the Company's selected preliminary financial results, business outlook, and related corporate and 
financial matters. The live dial-in number is (877) 239-3024, conference ID code 56704245. Interested 
parties may also listen to a live webcast of the call by logging on to the Investor Relations section of 
AspenTech’s website, http://www.aspentech.com/corporate/investor.cfm, and clicking on the “webcast” 
link. A replay of the call will be archived on AspenTech’s website and will also be available via 
telephone at (800) 642-1687 or (706) 645-9291, conference ID code 56704245 through August 6, 2008.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Autodesk Extends Invitation to Join Its Second Quarter Fiscal 2009 Financial Results Conference 
Call Thursday, August 14, 2:00 p.m. Pacific Time 
1 August 2008 

WHAT: Autodesk, Inc. announced that it will broadcast its second quarter fiscal 2009 financial results 
conference call live via its website Thursday, August 14, 2008. 

HOW: Autodesk will host a live webcast call at http://www.autodesk.com/investors. If you are unable 
to access the Internet for the call, you may dial in at 866-700-7477 or 617-213-8840 and enter passcode 
number 68223258. An audio replay webcast and podcast will also be available after 4:00 p.m. Pacific 
Time on our website at http://www.autodesk.com/investors or by dialing 888-286-8010 or 617-801-6888 
and reference 93009896 as the passcode. 

CONTACT: For more information, please call Autodesk Investor Relations at 415-507-6705. 

Click here to return to Contents 

DS Reports 2008 Second Quarter Software Revenue Growth Above 15% in Constant Currencies 
31 July 2008 

Dassault Systèmes (DS) reported U.S. GAAP unaudited financial results for the second quarter and six 
months ended June 30, 2008.  

Second Quarter Summary Financial Highlights 
Q2 Financial Results Above DS Objectives  

Q2 GAAP total revenue up 13% on GAAP software revenue growth of 17%, both in constant 
currencies; Q2 GAAP EPS up 16% to €0.36  

Q2 non-GAAP total revenue up 12% on non-GAAP software revenue growth of 15%, both in constant 
currencies; Q2 non-GAAP EPS up 10% to €0.46  

DS Reconfirms 2008 Financial Objectives 
Second Quarter 2008 Financial Summary 

In millions of Euros, except per 
share data   U.S. GAAP   Non-GAAP  

        Growth Growth in cc*        Growth  Growth in cc*  

Q2 Total Revenue   326.2  7%   13%   326.2   6%   12%  

Q2 Software Revenue   278.0  10%   17%   278.0   8%   15%  

Q2 EPS   0.36  16%       0.46    10%      

Q2 Operating Margin   19.8%          25.1%          

* In constant currencies.  

Bernard Charlès, Dassault Systèmes President and Chief Executive Officer, commented, “Dassault 
Systèmes had an excellent second quarter and first half reflecting the contribution of our PLM solutions 
to product competitiveness and innovation. In particular, we had an excellent dynamic in software across 
our leading brands with new wins and additional business in many of our verticals, including 

http://www.autodesk.com/investors
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automotive, aerospace, high tech, energy, apparel and life sciences among others.  

“We benefited from strong growth across our sales channels as we continue to focus on working closely 
together with our partners, improving our sales coverage and providing high value to our customers. In 
particular, our PLM Business Transformation channel delivered a strong performance this quarter thanks 
to IBM PLM as well as our direct sales force.” 

Second Quarter Financial Highlights  

GAAP total revenue increased 13% in constant currencies and non-GAAP total revenue increased 12% 
in constant currencies.  

By geographic region and in constant currencies as applicable, total GAAP revenue in Europe was up 
12% (non-GAAP up 11%), the Americas was higher by 19% (non-GAAP up 17%), and Asia increased 
10% (non-GAAP up 9%).  

GAAP software revenue increased 17% in constant currencies. Non-GAAP software revenue increased 
15% on new licenses revenue growth of 12% and non-GAAP recurring software revenue growth of 18% 
(all figures in constant currencies).  

GAAP PLM software revenue increased 17% in constant currencies. Non-GAAP PLM software revenue 
growth of 16% in constant currencies was led by CATIA with non-GAAP software revenue growth of 
20% in constant currencies. ENOVIA non-GAAP software revenue increased 11% in constant 
currencies. SIMULIA software revenue increased double-digits in constant currencies in the second 
quarter.  

GAAP Mainstream 3D software revenue increased 14% in constant currencies. Non-GAAP Mainstream 
3D software revenue increased 13% in constant currencies on strong growth in maintenance revenue, 
new SolidWorks seat growth of 9% and growth in sales of Mainstream 3D product data management 
and analysis software.  

Services and other revenue, representing 15% of total revenue, decreased 2% in constant currencies. As 
noted in the first quarter, services and other revenue growth trends during 2008 largely reflect the 
winding down of historical channel management activities formerly rendered to IBM. DS consulting 
revenue delivered solid growth in constant currencies in the second quarter.  

GAAP operating margin was 19.8%. Non-GAAP operating margin expanded to 25.1%, up from 23.4% 
in the year-ago quarter.  

GAAP earnings per diluted share increased 16%. Non-GAAP earnings per diluted share increased 10% 
to €0.46 principally reflecting an increase in non-GAAP operating income of 13% offset in part by a 
significant reduction in financial revenue principally due to end-of-period foreign currency translation 
impacts.  

-- Recent new wins included, among others:  

-- ENOVIA new wins: Nokia Siemens Networks in high tech, OKG in energy, Pacific Brands and 
Under Armour in apparel, Carbon Motors in automotive and Parker Hannifin in aerospace;  

-- SIMULIA new wins: Cambric Corporation in business services, GN Resound in life sciences and 
Lenovo in high tech;  

-- DELMIA new wins: Gillett Evernham Motorsports in automotive;  
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-- CATIA new wins: Arup in construction and Tenpaku. R Corporation in automotive;  

-- SolidWorks new wins: BANSS Schlacht- und Fordertechnik and Douglas Machine in special 
machinery and Intertechne in energy.  

Cash flow and other financial highlights  

Net operating cash flow was up sharply in the 2008 second quarter to €105.7 million compared to €68.8 
million in the year-ago quarter. Cash and short-term investments totaled €739.7 million and long-term 
debt totaled €202.0 million at June 30, 2008.  

First Half 2008 Summary Financial Highlights  

First Half 2008 GAAP total revenue up 13% on GAAP software revenue growth of 16%, both in 
constant currencies; First Half 2008 GAAP EPS up 19% to €0.70  

First Half 2008 non-GAAP total revenue up 11% on non-GAAP software revenue growth of 15%, both 
in constant currencies; First Half 2008 non-GAAP EPS up 7% to €0.87  

First Half 2008 net operating cash flow up 10% to €194.1 million  
First Half 2008 Financial Summary  
In millions of Euros, except per share 
data   U.S. GAAP   Non-GAAP  

        Growth 
Growth in 
cc*        Growth  Growth in cc*  

H1 Total Revenue   633.6  6%   13%   634.1   5%   11%  

H1 Software Revenue   547.1  10%   16%   547.6   8%   15%  
H1 EPS   0.70  19%       0.87    7%      
H1 Operating Margin   18.6%          24.0%          
*In constant currencies.  

Key Business and Corporate Highlights  

DS announced today that it plans to repurchase up to 2 million shares over the second half of 2008, 
subject to market conditions. At the Annual Shareholders meeting on May 22, 2008, shareholders 
approved the resolution authorizing the Board of Directors of Dassault Systèmes to implement a new 
share repurchase program in order to replace the program previously authorized. During the 2008 first 
quarter, DS repurchased 961,986 shares under the previous authorization.  

On July 21st, DS completed the previously announced acquisition of Engineous Software, a market 
leader in process automation, integration and optimization. The acquisition is intended to extend 
SIMULIA’s leadership in providing Simulation Lifecycle Management solutions on the V6 IP 
collaboration platform.  

On July 1st, DS spun off Dassault Systèmes Solutions France (DSF), its PLM sales division dedicated 
primarily to small and medium businesses in France, Belgium and Luxembourg, to become Keonys, a 
Dassault Systèmes Value Added Reseller. As part of Dassault Systèmes’ plan launched in 2006 to build 
a PLM indirect sales channel, the creation of Keonys is consistent with the continuous strengthening of 
this channel comprised of a network of PLM resellers in more than 60 countries.  

On May 29th, DS introduced Version 6 (V6), a next generation PLM 2.0 platform and solution set. This 
sixth generation version was conceived in tight collaboration with industry leaders and leverages the 
success of DS brands and its V5 PLM. This first release of Dassault Systèmes’ Version 6, V6R2009, 
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covers business processes designed to serve all of the Company’s 11 target industries.  

On May 20th, DS announced major advances in the new Abaqus release for SIMULIA. Abaqus 6.8 
provides new and improved capabilities in core areas, including modeling and results visualization, 
structural analysis, composites failure, general contact, computing performance, and multiphysics.  

Other Business Highlights  
On June 25th, Ford Motor Company awarded a global training program to the DS services organization.  

On June 9-10th, DS hosted Asia’s largest PLM user conference.  

On June 4th, DS announced the availability of its new PLM solution developed specifically for the life 
sciences industry. ENOVIA Life Science Accelerator for Engineering DesignTM developed on the new 
DS V6 platform automates product design and regulatory deliverables for medical device companies.  

On May 22nd, DS inaugurated its Global Virtual Campus for students and educators – campus.3ds.com. 
This new community website has been introduced to facilitate 3D and PLM software learning and 
exchanges to help with the educational development of future engineers.  

Other Corporate Information  

On July 29, 2008, the Board of Directors of Dassault Systèmes approved the voluntary delisting of its 
American Depositary Shares (ADS) from Nasdaq and its voluntary deregistration with the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Following the delisting of Dassault Systèmes’ ADS and 
deregistration, Dassault Systèmes’ shares will remain listed on Euronext.  

As a result, Dassault Systèmes intends to file a Form 25 with the SEC in October 2008 to effect the 
delisting. The delisting will be effective ten days after this filing. Dassault Systèmes intends to file a 
Form 15F with the SEC to deregister and terminate its reporting obligations under the Exchange Act as 
soon as practicable following the effectiveness of the delisting from Nasdaq. The deregistration will 
become effective 90 days after the filing of the Form 15F. The Company does not plan to publish a 
Form 20-F for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2008.  

Dassault Systèmes also intends to maintain its American Depository Receipt (ADR) program, which 
will enable investors to retain their ADRs and facilitate trading on the U.S. Over-The-Counter (OTC) 
market.  

Dassault Systèmes will continue to publish its financial reports, statements and press releases in English 
as well as information for investors on its website (www.3ds.com) pursuant to section 12g3-2(b) of the 
U.S. Securities Exchange Act.  

The Company intends to continue reporting and publishing quarterly unaudited financial information in 
U.S. GAAP for the third and fourth quarter 2008 reporting periods in addition to reporting and filing 
IFRS quarterly financial information as required by the French securities regulation. Starting with fiscal 
year 2009, DS will solely report and publish its financial information in accordance with IFRS.  

IFRS Financial Information  

Dassault Systèmes expects to publish its IFRS 2008 Half Year Report on or before August 6, 2008 and 
will issue a press release at that time indicating that the Half Year report in French and English has been 
published and made available on the Company’s website.  

The table on page 13 of this press release sets forth a summary reconciliation of the Company’s 
financial results as presented under U.S. GAAP to its financial results as presented under IFRS as well 

http://www.3ds.com/
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as a summary reconciliation of its supplemental non-GAAP financial information to its supplemental 
adjusted IFRS financial information.  

Business Outlook  

Thibault de Tersant, Senior Executive Vice President and CFO, commented, “We are reconfirming our 
2008 financial objectives for software revenue growth, operating margin expansion and EPS, based 
upon the business opportunities we see as well as the visibility provided by our financial model, and 
despite the economic environment.  

“In July we completed the spin-off of one of our internal reseller businesses, DSF, and also completed 
the acquisition of Engineous Software. Therefore, we are updating our full year revenue range to take 
into account the net €6-7 million estimated effect of these transactions, with the new mid-point of our 
range now at about €1.325 billion, from €1.332 billion previously.”  

The Company’s objectives are prepared and communicated only on a non-GAAP basis and are subject 
to the cautionary statement set forth below. The Company’s objectives are the following:  

Third quarter 2008 non-GAAP total revenue objective of about €305 to €315 million and non-GAAP 
EPS of about €0.41 to €0.44;  

2008 non-GAAP software revenue objective reiterated at about 12% to 13% growth in constant 
currencies;  

2008 non-GAAP operating margin objective reiterated at about 27% to 27.5%;  

Updating 2008 non-GAAP total revenue constant currency objective and reported revenue range to take 
into account the net €6-7 million effect of the July 2008 spin-off of DSF (€11 million revenue impact) 
and the addition of Engineous Software (€4 to €5 million revenue estimate) leading to 2008 non-GAAP 
revenue growth of about 9% to 10% in constant currencies and non-GAAP revenue range of about 
€1.320 to €1.330 billion from €1.325 to €1.340 billion;  

2008 non-GAAP EPS reiterated at about €2.10 to €2.17 per diluted share;  

Objectives based upon exchange rate assumptions for the 2008 third quarter of US$1.60 per €1.00 and 
JPY 160 per €1.00 and 2008 full year exchange rate assumptions of US$1.57 per €1.00 and JPY 160 per 
€1.00;  

The Company anticipates that it will provide initial objectives with respect to its fiscal year 2009 at the 
time of its fourth quarter 2008 announcement which it expects to release in February 2009.  

The non-GAAP objectives set forth above do not take into account the following accounting elements: 
deferred revenue write-downs estimated at approximately €1 million for 2008; stock-based 
compensation expense estimated at approximately €18 million for 2008 and amortization of acquired 
intangibles estimated at approximately €42 million for 2008. Those elements have not been updated yet 
to reflect the impact of the Engineous acquisition. In addition, the above objectives do not include any 
impact from other operating income and expense, net comprised of income and expenses in connection 
with the relocation of the Company’s corporate headquarters and restructuring expenses. These 
estimates also do not include any new stock option or share grants, or any new acquisitions or 
restructurings completed after July 31, 2008.  

Webcast and conference call information  

Dassault Systèmes will host a webcast and a conference call today, Thursday, July 31, 2008. 
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Management will host a webcast at 8:00 AM London time/9:00 AM CET time and will then host the 
conference call at 3:00 PM CET/2:00 PM London time/9:00 AM New York time. The webcast and 
conference call will be available via the Internet by accessing 
http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/. The webcast and conference call will be archived for 30 
days. Additional investor information can be accessed at http://www.3ds.com/corporate/investors/ or 
by calling Dassault Systèmes’ Investor Relations at 33.1.40.99.69.24.  

Non-GAAP financial information  

Readers are cautioned that the supplemental non-GAAP information presented in this press release is 
subject to inherent limitations. It is not based on any comprehensive set of accounting rules or principles 
and should not be considered as a substitute for U.S. GAAP measurements. Also, our supplemental non-
GAAP financial information may not be comparable to similarly titled non-GAAP measures used by 
other companies. Further specific limitations for individual non-GAAP measures, and the reasons for 
presenting non-GAAP financial information, are set forth in the Company’s annual report for the year 
ended December 31, 2007 on Form 20-F filed with the SEC on April 4, 2008 and in the paragraph 
below.  

In addition to the individual non-GAAP measures described in our most recent Form 20-F, our 
unaudited U.S. GAAP 2008 quarterly financial statements may reflect other operating income and 
expense, net comprised of income and expenses related to the relocation of the Company’s corporate 
headquarters and restructuring expenses. In our supplemental non-GAAP financial information, we 
exclude other operating income and expense effects because of their infrequent or non-recurring nature. 
As a result, we believe that our supplemental non-GAAP financial information helps investors better 
understand the current trends in our operating performance. However, other operating income and 
expense, net are components of our income and expenses for 2008 and by excluding them the 
supplemental non-GAAP financial information understates the net impact to our net income in 2008. 
Other operating income and expense, net are generally not recurring, and we do not expect to incur other 
operating income and expense, net as part of our normal business on a regular basis.  

To compensate for these limitations, the supplemental non-GAAP financial information should be read 
not in isolation, but only in conjunction with our consolidated financial statements prepared in 
accordance with U.S. GAAP.  

The tables on pages 11 and 12 of this press release set forth our supplemental non-GAAP revenue, non-
GAAP operating income, non-GAAP operating margin, non-GAAP net income and non-GAAP diluted 
earnings per share, which exclude the effect of adjusting the carrying value of acquired companies’ 
deferred revenue, the expenses for the amortization of acquired intangible assets and stock-based 
compensation expense (in each case, as explained in our Form 20-F), as well as other operating income 
and expense, net (as explained above). The tables also set forth the most comparable GAAP financial 
measure and a reconciliation of the GAAP and non-GAAP information.  

Information in constant currencies  

When the Company believes it would be helpful for understanding trends in its business, the Company 
provides percentage increases or decreases in its revenue (in both U.S. GAAP and on a non-GAAP 
basis) to eliminate the effect of changes in currency values, particularly the U.S. dollar and the Japanese 
yen, relative to the euro. When trend information is expressed herein "in constant currencies", the results 
of the "current" period have first been recalculated using the average exchange rates of the comparable 
period in the preceding year, and then compared with the results of the comparable period in the 

http://www.3ds.com/en/investors/index.asp
http://www.3ds.com/en/investors/index.asp
http://www.3ds.com/fileadmin/corporate/Investors/08Q2_pr_VA_USGAAP_Final.pdf
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preceding year.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Endeca Reports Record First Half Results 
30 July 2008 

Endeca Technologies, Inc., announced record first half results. Demand for software and services grew 
as both new and existing Endeca clients sought new opportunities for reducing cost, creating new 
revenue streams, and adapting to shifts in consumer demand through greater information visibility. In 
the first and second quarter of 2008, Endeca closed more than 100 new license transactions, including 
both new platform deals and expansion deals with existing public and private sector clients.  

Endeca’s continued growth, including several multi-million dollar software license transactions, 
highlights the increasing importance of information visibility during a time of global economic shifts, as 
well as the continued makeover of the enterprise search, business intelligence and information access 
marketplaces.  

These deals included market leaders like Adenclassifieds, Arrow Electronics, Bauer Consumer Media, 
BlueFly, Circuit City, Discovery Communications, IBM, Quixtar, Toshiba, and Walmart.com, as well as 
some of the largest defense, intelligence and civilian agencies in the US and Canadian national 
governments.  

Channel and partner activity also reached record levels, creating new delivery methods and introducing 
first-of-their-kind Endeca-powered information access applications to new markets. Strategic alliances 
with Thanx Media and FTI Consulting introduced new Software-as-a-Service offerings and broadened 
the application of Endeca in e-commerce and e-discovery use cases. New and expanded technology 
alliances with Allurent, Coremetrics and Bazaarvoice bolstered Endeca’s retail offerings and introduced 
must-have capabilities for the next generation of multi-channel retail applications. And top regional, 
specialty and global solutions integrators like Cognizant, Infosys, NavigationArts and New Idea 
Engineering capitalized on their Endeca centers of excellence and industry expertise to win new 
business, create new revenue opportunities within their client base, and introduce Endeca into new 
organizations and markets.  

“Information visibility strategies play a critical role as businesses seek to unify channels, design 
products that align to dramatic shifts in consumer demand, reduce risks and costs in their supply chain, 
and identify higher margin opportunities,” said Steve Papa, CEO of Endeca. “The versatility and 
simplicity of our technology has proven to a valuable asset in reacting to these shifts and informing 
decisions that align with the new operational imperatives. No business is immune to the macroeconomic 
realities, but our first half growth in both established and emerging markets is a clear indicator of the 
value the technology delivers and its importance to our clients’ top and bottom line.”  

First half 2008 highlights include:  

 Secured strategic investments from SAP and Intel to fuel continued expansion and research  

 Unveiled new investments and collaborative innovation initiative in retail, which has already yielded 
new products like Endeca’s Merchandising Workbench, new joint offerings like the Allurent Rich 
Media Module, expanded partnerships with Coremetrics and Bazaarvoice, and deployments, like the 
new Borders e-commerce store and in-store kiosks  
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 Drew record number of attendees to the company’s 5th annual user conference, Discover 2008 in 
Orlando, Florida  

 Named Borders, CDW, US Army 1st Information Operations Command, The Home Depot, JCPenney, 
Jupiter Images, Raytheon, and RS Components as the 2008 Endeca Navigator Award winners, 
recognizing innovative information access application deployments  

 Announced the election of Joel P. Friedman, formerly of Accenture, to the company’s board of 
directors  

 Selected as the search and information access standard by the world’s leading commerce platform 
provider  

 Recognized as one of the top 5 fastest growing companies in Massachusetts by the Boston Business 
Journal for the second consecutive year  

 Attracted 80 senior executives from the world’s leading financial services, manufacturing, and retail 
firms to a full-day workshop with Harvard Prof. Michael E. Porter on the topic of “Driving Competitive 
Advantage with Information Visibility”  

 Appointed SAP, Oracle and Yantra veteran, Jeff Murphy, as senior vice president of sales  

Click here to return to Contents 

Geometric’s Q1 Revenues Increase to Rupees 1.4 Billion, 11% Growth From the Previous Quarter 
30 July 2008 

Geometric Limited announced that the company’s Q1 FY 2008‐09 revenues from consolidated 
operations grew to Rs 1,404.41 million from Rs 1,264.68 million in Q4 2008, a QoQ rise of 11% and a 
YoY rise of 24.4%. In US Dollar terms, the revenue grew by 4.8% sequentially and 19.7% over the 
corresponding quarter of the previous year. The company’s operating profit was Rs 70.77 million, as 
compared to Rs 3.64 million for the same quarter last year; while the profit after tax (after extraordinary 
item) was Rs 161.88 million as against Rs 116.54 million for the corresponding quarter of the previous 
year. 

Commenting on the results, Dr. Ravi Gopinath, MD and CEO, Geometric Limited said, “We have had a 
positive first quarter with good revenue growth driven by the success of our changed go‐to‐market 
strategy, in spite of a significant slowdown in our main markets. Our contribution margins have 
increased, enabled by continuing improvements in operating efficiencies, billed realization and a 
favorable exchange rate. The impact of our focus on the European market is seen in an increase in its 
contribution to revenues by 3 percentage points.” 

Business Highlights 
• 20 new customers were added and new business worth USD 12.81 million was closed in the quarter 

• Total number of clients increased from 122 to 133 

• Geometric was inducted into the John Deere Supplier Hall of Fame, an accolade given after achieving 
Partner‐level status for five consecutive years 

Key Wins 
• A product engineering contract from an American automotive major to support its China requirements 
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• A strategic engagement to support product enhancement for one of the world’s leading metrology 
companies, including setting up of a Metrology Center of Excellence in India 

• PLM im ementation project for one of the world’s leading fashion and luxury goods companies, 
indicating success in diversification of the PLM solutions portfolio 

pl

• A multi‐million dollar PLM production support project for a global automotive major • Product 
development and services engagement with one of the world’s leading suppliers of Manufacturing 
Operations software 

Products 

• Launched 3DPaintBrush, a design tool that produces photo‐realistic rendering quality for 3D assets, in 
real time 

• DFMPro, a design for manufacturability product, was awarded Solutions Partner status by SolidWorks. 
Launched DFMPro for Pro/Engineer 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra First Half of 2008 Financial Results 
29 July 2008 

First Half of 2008: 

- Revenues: EUR 102.8 million (+3%)(*)  

- Income from operations: EUR 2.9 million (+53%)(*) 

For financial tables please visit http://www.lectra.com/en/press/press_releases/index.html.  

The Board of Directors of Lectra, chaired by Andre Harari, reviewed the consolidated financial 
statements for the first half of 2008, after a limited review by the Statutory Auditors.  

(Detailed comparisons between 2008 and 2007 are like-for-like.) Q2 2008: Orders and Income Decline  

The macroeconomic environment continued to deteriorate worldwide, and, in this context, orders for 
new software licenses and CAD/CAM equipment relative to Q2 2008 showed a decline of 26% (EUR 
7.8 million) overall compared to Q2 2007. (Q2 2007 orders comprised the signature of an exceptional 
EUR 4.2 million contract with a French world leader in luxury goods, for which billing will be spread 
over the period 2007-2010.) All of the world's regions have been affected by this slowdown.  

With an average parity of $1.56/EUR 1, the U.S. dollar was down 14% compared to Q2 2007. This 
change mechanically reduced revenues by 4% (EUR 2.3 million) and income from operations by EUR 
1.3 million.  

Q2 2008 revenues amounted to EUR 50.8 million, down 3% relative to Q2 2007. At actual exchange 
rates they were down 7%. Revenues from new systems sales decreased10%, to EUR 24.6 million, while 
recurring revenues (EUR 26.2 million) increased 5%.  

Income from operations amounted to EUR 1.3 million, down EUR 0.9 million (27%) like-for-like. The 
operating margin was 2.6%.  

Net income was EUR 0.9 million, down EUR 1.4 million at actual exchange rates.  

Free cash flow was negative at -EUR 0.6 million. There were no non-recurring items. The free cash flow 

http://www.lectra.com/en/press/press_releases/index.html
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was up by EUR 2.1 million relative to Q2 2007 free cash flow before non-recurring items (-EUR 2.7 
million). 

First Half of 2008: Growth in Revenues - Income from Operations Improves  

Sales activity in the first half of 2008 was weak. A growing number of clients affected by the economic 
slowdown or concerned about the impact on their own activity postponed their investment decisions in 
all market sectors and geographical markets.  

Overall, orders for new software licenses and CAD/CAM equipment amounted to EUR 41.4 million, 
down 22% (EUR 11.9 million) relative to the first half of 2007.  

With an average parity of $1.53/EUR 1, the U.S. dollar was down 13% compared to the first half of 
2007. This change mechanically reduced revenues by 4% (EUR 4.6 million) and income from 
operations by EUR 2.3 million.  

Revenues totaled EUR 102.8 million, up 3% like-for-like relative to the first half of 2007. They were 
down 1% at actual exchange rates.  

Revenues from new systems sales (EUR 51.2 million) increased by 2%. Recurring revenues (EUR 51.5 
million) increased by EUR 2.2 million overall (4%); this growth, which fell short of the company's 
expectations of 6-7%, resulted from a rate of cancellations exceeding the statistical record, as a direct 
consequence of worsening macroeconomic conditions. Once again, recurring revenues demonstrated, in 
Lectra's business model, their capacity as a key factor in the company's stability and as a cushion in 
periods of economic slowdown.  

Because first-half 2008 revenues exceed orders booked in the period, the order backlog for new software 
licenses and CAD/CAM equipment at June 30 (EUR 15.6 million) is down by EUR 4.1 million relative 
to December 31, 2007. The order backlog includes EUR 12.3 million for shipment in the second half of 
2008 and EUR 3.3 million in 2009 and 2010.  

At 65.6%, the overall gross margin decreased by 1.3 percentage points relative to the first half of 2007, 
stemming primarily from differences in the product mix and the country mix.  

Total overhead costs were down 1%.  

Income from operations amounted to EUR 2.9 million. On a like-for-like basis, income from operations 
works out to EUR 5.2 million, up EUR 1.8 million (53%). The operating margin was 2.8% (4.9% on a 
like-for-like basis, an increase of 1.6 percentage points relative to the first half of 2007).  

Free cash flow before non-recurring items (-EUR 0.5 million) represents a EUR 2 million improvement 
over the EUR 2.5 million negative free cash flow registered in the first half of 2007. Free cash flow was 
a negative EUR 1.7 million after EUR 1.2 million in non-recurring disbursements. 

2008 Outlook  

The company had drawn specific attention, on February 11, 2008, to the difficulty of formulating a view 
of the outlook, both for 2008 and for the medium term, given the persistent and particularly uncertain 
macroeconomic conditions. Since then, these conditions have continued to deteriorate, the economic 
slowdown has become more pronounced and widespread, and there has been a sharp upsurge in 
uncertainty. Moreover, the dollar has fallen even further and once again temporarily crossed the 
$1.60/EUR 1 threshold on July 15, 2008.  

The weakness in orders since the beginning of the year could persist in the second half. Conversely, an 
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upturn in the environment could trigger a rapid rebound in customer investments. The current lack of 
visibility therefore makes it impossible to draw precise conclusions regarding sales activity for the 
second half of the year.  

In this context, prudence has compelled the company to consider that the anticipated revenues and 
income from operations for the current fiscal year communicated on February 11, 2008, will in all 
likelihood not be realized. Given the prevailing uncertainty, the company considers that it lacks 
sufficiently reliable information to formulate new quantified expectations at this time.  

The company remains confident in its medium-term growth prospects.  

The Management Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations for the first 
half 2008 are available at http://www.lectra.com. Q3 2008 results will be published on October 28, 
2008, after the close of Euronext Paris.  

Click here to return to Contents 

SAP Reports Strong Growth in Software and Software-Related Service Revenues and Refines Annual 
Outlook to Reach Upper-End of Range 
29 July 2008 

SAP AG announced its preliminary financial results for the second quarter and six months ended June 
30, 2008. 

View the Detailed Results (PDF)  

Presentation (PDF)  

Listen to the Webcast  

HIGHLIGHTS – Second Quarter 2008 

SAP - Second Quarter 2008* 

U.S. GAAP Non-GAAP** 

€ million Q2/2008 Q2/2007 % 
change 

Q2/2008 Q2/2007 % 
change 

% change constant 
currency*** 

Software revenues 898 716 25 898 716 25 34 

Software and software-related 
service revenues 2,061 1,704 21 2,113 1,704 24 32 

Total revenues 2,858 2,421 18 2,910 2,421 20 28 

Operating income 593 581 2 711 594 20 30 

Operating margin (%) 20.7 24.0 -3.3pp 24.4 24.5 -0.1pp 0.5pp 

Income from continuing 
operations 411 453 -9 497 461 8 – 

Net income 408 449 -9 494 457 8 – 

Basic EPS from cont. 
operations (€) 0.34 0.37 -8 0.42 0.38 11 – 

http://www.lectra.com/
http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/PPT_Q2_2008_E_final_2.pdf
http://www.sap.com/about/investor/q2_2008_pressconf.epx
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*All figures are preliminary and unaudited and are based on the current status of the purchase price allocation for the 
Business Objects acquisition which is not yet final.  

** Revenue line items are adjusted for the Business Objects support revenue that Business Objects would have recognized 
had it remained a standalone entity but that SAP is not permitted to recognize as revenue under U.S. GAAP as a result of 
business combination accounting rules. Adjustments in the operating expense line items are for acquisition-related charges. 
See Appendix at the end of the financial section of the press release for explanations of the Non-GAAP measures used in 
this press release and for related reconciliations to U.S. GAAP.  

*** Constant currency Non-GAAP revenue and operating income figures are calculated by translating Non-GAAP revenue 
and Non-GAAP operating income of the current period using the average exchange rates from the previous year's respective 
period instead of the current period. Constant currency period-over-period changes are calculated by comparing the current 
year's Non-GAAP constant currency numbers with the Non-GAAP number of the previous year's respective period. See 
Appendix at the end of the financial section of press release for details.  

Revenues  

• Second quarter 2008 U.S. GAAP software and software-related service revenues were €2.06 billion (2007: €1.70 billion), 
representing an increase of 21% compared to the second quarter of 2007. Non-GAAP software and software-related service 
revenues, which exclude a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects of 
€52 million, for the second quarter of 2008 were €2.11 billion (2007: €1.70 billion). This represents an increase of 24% (32% 
at constant currencies) compared to the second quarter of 2007. If SAP’s reporting currency was the U.S. Dollar, Non-
GAAP software and software-related service revenues for the second quarter would have increased 44% compared to the 
same period one year ago.  

• Excluding the contribution from Business Objects, SAP’s business contributed 16 percentage points to the constant currency 
growth of the Non-GAAP software and software-related service revenues for the second quarter of 2008.  

• U.S. GAAP total revenues for the 2008 second quarter were €2.86 billion (2007: €2.42 billion), which was a year-over-year 
increase of 18%. Non-GAAP total revenues, which exclude a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the 
acquisition of Business Objects of €52 million for the second quarter of 2008, were €2.91 billion (2007: €2.42 billion), which 
is an increase of 20% (28% at constant currencies) compared to the second quarter of 2007.  

• Second quarter 2008 U.S. GAAP software revenues were €898 million (2007: €716 million), representing an increase of 
25% (34% at constant currencies) compared to the second quarter of 2007.  

Income  

• U.S. GAAP operating income for the second quarter was €593 million (2007: €581 million), which was an increase of 2% 
compared to the second quarter of 2007. Second quarter Non-GAAP operating income, which excludes a non-recurring 
deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects and acquisition-related charges totaling €118 
million, was €711 million (2007: €594 million), which was an increase of 20% (30% at constant currencies) compared to the 
second quarter of 2007.  

• The U.S. GAAP operating margin for the second quarter of 2008 was 20.7% (2007: 24.0%). The second quarter Non-GAAP 
operating margin was 24.4% (2007: 24.5%), or 25.0% at constant currencies. Both the U.S. GAAP and the Non-GAAP 
operating margins were impacted by 1) €24 million expensed in the second quarter of 2008 for the settlement of a litigation 
and, 2) one-time expenses associated with the integration of Business Objects (which are not acquisition-related charges) 
of approximately €11 million.  

• U.S. GAAP income from continuing operations for the second quarter of 2008 was €411 million (2007: €453 million), 
representing a decrease of 9% compared to the second quarter of 2007. Non-GAAP income from continuing operations, 

http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
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which excludes a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects and 
acquisition-related charges totaling €86 million, was €497 million (2007: €461 million), representing an increase of 8% 
compared to the second quarter of 2007. Second quarter 2007 U.S. GAAP and Non-GAAP income from continuing 
operations were positively impacted by an effective tax rate of 25.5% and 25.8%, respectively, partly resulting from non-
recurring tax effects.  

• U.S. GAAP earnings per share from continuing operations for the second quarter of 2008 was €0.34 (2007: €0.37), which 
was a decrease of 8% compared to the same period in 2007. Non-GAAP earnings per share from continuing operations for 
the second quarter of 2008 was €0.42 (2007: €0.38), which was an increase of 11% compared to the same period in 2007.  

Core Enterprise Applications Vendor Share 
SAP reported its tenth consecutive quarter of share gains. Based on U.S. GAAP second quarter 2008 software and software-related 
service revenues on a rolling four-quarter basis, SAP’s worldwide share of Core Enterprise Applications vendors, which account for 
approximately $38.1 billion in software and software-related service revenues as defined by the Company based on industry analyst 
research, was 33.7% for the four-quarter period ended June 30, 2008. This represents an increase of 1.1 percentage points 
compared to the four-quarter period ended March 31, 2008 and a 7.7 percentage point increase compared to the four quarter period 
ended June 30, 2007, of which approximately 4.5 percentage points came from organic growth and 3.2 percentage points from the 
acquisition of Business Objects.  

“We performed very well in the second quarter, in which our 32% growth in Non-GAAP software and software-related service 
revenues at constant currencies marked our 18th consecutive quarter of double-digit growth,” said Henning Kagermann, co-CEO of 
SAP. “Our organic growth, which excludes the contribution from Business Objects, was just as impressive, contributing 16 percentage 
points to the constant currency growth of software and software-related service revenues. We can attribute our strong performance to 
good overall execution and the continued strength in all three core areas of our business, the established business, the midmarket 
and business user solutions.”  

Mr. Kagermann continued, “SAP is unique in that we provide a truly open business process platform, with a fully integrated suite of 
software solutions built on top, along with a very dynamic ecosystem developing solutions around it. Our unique offering puts us on a 
short list of strategic solutions for CEO’s whether they are seeking efficiencies, compliance or growth for their companies.”  

Cash Flow 
Operating cash flow from continuing operations for the first six months of 2008 was €1.37 billion (2007: €1.02 billion). Free cash flow 
for the first six months of 2008 was €1.20 billion (2007: €828 million), which was 23% of total revenues (2007: 18%). At June 30, 
2008, the Company had total group liquidity of €1.5 billion (December 31, 2007: €2.8 billion), which includes cash and cash 
equivalents, restricted cash and short term investments.  

Share Buyback 
In the second quarter of 2008 the Company bought back 3.8 million shares at an average price of €32.58 (€124.2 million). Of the total 
shares purchased in the second quarter, 265,971 shares were subsequently acquired from the Company by employees who 
exercised stock options under SAP's share-based compensation programs. The number of shares bought back in the second quarter 
of 2008 represented 0.31% of the total shares outstanding. At June 30, 2008, the Company held Treasury Stock in the amount of 57.9 
million shares (approximately 4.6% of total shares outstanding) at an average price of €35.31. For the first six months of 2008, the 
Company invested €382.6 million buying back approximately 11.8 million shares at an average price of €32.31.  

SAP - Six Months 2008* 

U.S. GAAP Non-GAAP** 

€ million H1/2008 H1/2007 % 
change 

H1/2008 H1/2007 % 
change 

% change constant 
currency*** 

Software revenues 1,520 1,278 19 1,520 1,278 19 27 

Software and software-related 
service revenues 3,797  3,219 18 3,896 3,219 21 28 

Total revenues 5,318 4,583 16 5,417 4,583 18 25 

Operating income 952 1,017 -6 1,200 1,041 15 26 
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Operating margin (%) 17.9 22.2 -4.3pp 22.2 22.7 -0.5pp 0.1pp 

Income from continuing 
operations 658 765 -14 842 780 8 – 

Net income 650 759 -14 834 774 8 – 

Basic EPS from cont. 
operations (€) 0.55 0.63 -13 0.71 0.64 11 – 

*All figures are preliminary and unaudited and are based on the current status of the purchase price allocation for the 
Business Objects acquisition which is not yet final.  

** Revenue line items are adjusted for the Business Objects support revenue that Business Objects would have recognized 
had it remained a standalone entity but that SAP is not permitted to recognize as revenue under U.S. GAAP as a result of 
business combination accounting rules. Adjustments in the operating expense line items are for acquisition-related charges. 
See Appendix at the end of the financial section of the press release for explanations of the Non-GAAP measures used in 
this press release and for related reconciliations to U.S. GAAP.  

*** Constant currency Non-GAAP revenue and operating income figures are calculated by translating Non-GAAP revenue 
and Non-GAAP operating income of the current period using the average exchange rates from the previous year's respective 
period instead of the current period. Constant currency period-over-period changes are calculated by comparing the current 
year's Non-GAAP constant currency numbers with the Non-GAAP number of the previous year's respective period. See 
Appendix at the end of the financial section of press release for details.  

Revenues  

• Six months 2008 U.S. GAAP software and software-related service revenues were €3.80 billion (2007: €3.22 billion), 
representing an increase of 18% compared to the first half of 2007. Non-GAAP software and software-related service 
revenues, which exclude a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects of 
€99 million, for the first six months of 2008 were €3.90 billion (2007: €3.22 billion). This represents an increase of 21% (28% 
at constant currencies) compared to the first half of 2007. If SAP’s reporting currency was the U.S. Dollar, Non-GAAP 
software and software-related service revenues for the first half would have increased 40% compared to the same period 
one year ago.  

• Excluding the contribution from Business Objects, SAP’s business contributed 14 percentage points to the constant currency 
growth of the Non-GAAP software and software-related service revenues for the first half of 2008.  

• U.S. GAAP total revenues for the 2008 first half were €5.32 billion (2007: €4.58 billion), which was a year-over-year increase 
of 16%. Non-GAAP total revenues, which exclude a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition 
of Business Objects of €99 million for the first six months of 2008, were €5.42 billion (2007: €4.58 billion), which is an 
increase of 18% (25% at constant currencies) compared to the first half of 2007.  

• First Half 2008 U.S. GAAP software revenues were €1.52 billion (2007: €1.28 billion), representing an increase of 19% (27% 
at constant currencies) compared to the first six months of 2007.  

Income  

• U.S. GAAP operating income for the 2008 six-month period was €952 million (2007: €1.02 billion), which was a decrease of 
6% compared to the same period for 2007. First-half Non-GAAP operating income, which excludes a non-recurring deferred 
support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects and acquisition-related charges totaling €248 million, 
was €1.20 billion (2007: €1.04 billion), which was an increase of 15% (26% at constant currencies) compared to the first half 
of 2007.  

http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
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• The U.S. GAAP operating margin for the 2008 six-month period was 17.9% (2007: 22.2%). The first-half Non-GAAP 
operating margin was 22.2% (2007: 22.7%), or 22.8% at constant currencies. Both the U.S. GAAP and the Non-GAAP 
operating margins were impacted by 1) €24 million expensed in the second quarter of 2008 for the settlement of a litigation 
and, 2) one-time expenses associated with the integration of Business Objects (which are not acquisition-related charges) 
of approximately €18 million.  

• U.S. GAAP income from continuing operations for the first half of 2008 was €658 million (2007: €765 million), representing a 
decrease of 14% compared to the same period for 2007. Non-GAAP income from continuing operations, which excludes a 
non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects and acquisition-related charges 
totaling €184 million, was €842 million (2007: €780 million), representing an increase of 8% compared to the first half of 
2007. Six-month 2007 U.S. GAAP and Non-GAAP income from continuing operations were positively impacted by a 2007 
second quarter effective tax rate of 25.5% and 25.8%, respectively, partly resulting from non-recurring tax effects.  

• U.S. GAAP earnings per share from continuing operations for the first half of 2008 was €0.55 (2007: €0.63), which was a 
decrease of 13% compared to the same period in 2007. Non-GAAP earnings per share from continuing operations for the 
2008 six-month period was €0.71 (2007: €0.64), which was an increase of 11% compared to the same period in 2007.  

BUSINESS OUTLOOK 
The Company is providing the following outlook for the full-year 2008, which has changed from the previous outlook provided on April 
30, 2008. The Company has refined the outlook for Non-GAAP software and software-related service revenues at constant currencies 
and Non-GAAP operating margin at constant currencies.  

• The Company reaffirmed that it expects full-year 2008 Non-GAAP software and software-related service revenue, which 
excludes a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects of approximately 
€180 million, to increase in a range of 24% – 27% at constant currencies (2007: €7.428 billion), but the Company now 
expects to reach the upper end of the range. The Company reaffirmed that SAP’s business, excluding the contribution from 
Business Objects, is expected to contribute 12 – 14 percentage points to this growth, but the Company now expects the 
contribution to reach the upper end of the range.  

• The Company reaffirmed that it expects the full-year 2008 Non-GAAP operating margin at constant currencies, which 
excludes a non-recurring deferred support revenue write-down from the acquisition of Business Objects and acquisition-
related charges, to be in the range of 28.5% – 29.0% (2007 non-GAAP operating margin: 27.3%), but the Company now 
expects to reach the upper end of the range.  

• The Company continues to project an effective tax rate of 31.0% to 31.5% (based on U.S. GAAP income from continuing 
operations) for 2008.  

KEY EVENTS – Second Quarter 2008 

• In the second quarter of 2008, SAP closed major contracts in several key regions including Carlsberg Breweries A/S, Comet 
Group Plc, Fiat Services S.p.A., GDF SUEZ, Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) in EMEA; AmerisourceBergen Corporation, 
Brown Shoe Company, Freeman, Marisa Lojas Varejistas Ltda, The City of Edmonton in Americas; and China Petroleum & 
Chemical, KPIT Cummins Infosystems Ltd, Neptune Orient Lines Ltd, India Oil and Natural Gas Corporation, Shanxi Electric 
I/E Power Corp., SUMISHO COMPUTER SYSTEMS in the Asia Pacific Japan region.  

• On June 17, 2008, SAP announced its intent to acquire Visiprise, Inc. With the addition of Visiprise, SAP will deliver on its 
“Perfect Plant” strategy to bring together core SAP solutions with the software, hardware and services offerings of 
ecosystem partners to drive innovation for discrete manufacturers.  

• On May 20, 2008, SAP announced Unilever’s implementation of SAP NetWeaver Master Data Management (SAP 
NetWeaver MDM) component to support five countries in the Asia/AMET (Africa, Middle-East and Turkey) region. Unilever 
requires a unified view of master data to remain agile and quickly address changing business needs while maintaining 
strong local market performance.  
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• On May 19, 2008, SAP announced that it will support Daimler AG as a global IT solution provider in order to drive Daimler’s 
comprehensive IT harmonization strategy.  

• On May 19, 2008, SAP announced that Bayer MaterialScience selected the latest version of the SAP Customer Relationship 
Management (SAP CRM) application, SAP CRM 2007, to help enable its global sales force to deliver superior value to its 
customers.  

• On May 19, 2008, SAP announced new CRM functionality in the SAP Business All-in-One solution. CRM functionality in 
SAP Business All-in-One will considerably enhance SAP’s midsize customers’ ability to pursue new customer strategies and 
manage entire end-to-end business processes with preconfigured best practices.  

• SAP’s international customer conference SAPPHIRE 2008, held in Orlando, Florida, May 4-7 and Berlin, Germany May 19 – 
21 focused on “Business Beyond Boundaries.” During SAPPHIRE 2008, customers from throughout the world showed how 
they utilize and benefit from SAP solutions to build “business beyond boundaries.”  

• On May 5, 2008, SAP and Satyam Computer Services Ltd. announced a new partnership to help businesses accelerate co-
innovation and improve their return on investment. Under a new agreement, Satyam has become an SAP global services 
partner to help companies worldwide to reliably and rapidly implement SAP solutions and transform business processes.  

• On May 5, 2008, SAP announced that it would further extend its partnership with IBM for SAP Business All-in-One solutions.  

• On May 5, 2008, SAP announced that Infosys signed up to the SAP Global Service Partner Program. This announcement 
marked an important milestone in the relationship between the two organizations, which have been working together for 
more than five years to help companies realize information technology (IT) and business results from their investments in 
SAP applications.  

• On May 2, 2008, SAP and Research In Motion (RIM) announced a co-innovation partnership to usher in a new era in 
enterprise mobility. Both companies have joined forces to change the way people work, by enabling anytime, anywhere 
mobile access to SAP enterprise applications through the widely adopted BlackBerry® platform.  

• On April 2, 2008, SAP announced the appointment of SAP Deputy CEO Léo Apotheker as the company’s co-CEO alongside 
SAP CEO Henning Kagermann. The supervisory board also appointed to the SAP Executive Board three new members, 
effective July 1, 2008: Corporate Officers Erwin Gunst, Bill McDermott and Jim Hagemann Snabe.  

Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures 
This press release contains certain financial measures such as Non-GAAP revenues, Non-GAAP operating income, Non-GAAP 
operating margin, free cash flow, constant currency revenue and operating income measures, as well as U.S. Dollar based Non-
GAAP revenue numbers. These measures are not prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP and therefore are considered non-GAAP 
financial measures. Our non-GAAP financial measures may not correspond to non-GAAP financial measures that other companies 
report. The non-GAAP financial measures that we report should be considered as additional to, and not as a substitute for or superior 
to revenue, operating margin or our other measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. See the 
Appendix at the end of the financial section of this press release for additional information regarding the Non-GAAP measures 
included in this press release and for the reconciliations to the corresponding U.S. GAAP measures.  

Core Enterprise Applications Vendor Share 
The Company provides share data based on the vendors of Core Enterprise Applications solutions, which account for approximately 
$38.1 billion in software and software-related service revenues as defined by the Company based on industry analyst research. For 
2008, industry analysts project approximately 7% year-on-year growth for Core Enterprise Applications vendors. For its quarterly 
share calculation, SAP assumes that this approximate 7% growth will not be linear throughout the year. Instead, quarterly adjustments 
are made based on the financial performance of a sub set of (approximately 25) Core Enterprise Application vendors.  

Webcast/Supplementary Financial Information 
SAP senior management will host a conference call today at 3:00 pm (CEDT) / 2:00 pm (GMT) / 9:00 am (EDT) / 6:00 am (PDT). The 
conference call will be Webcast live on the Company’s Web site at <http://www.sap.com/investor> and will be available for replay 
purposes as well. Supplementary financial information pertaining to the quarterly results can be found at http://www.sap.com/investor.  

http://www.sap.com/about/investor/reports/quarterlyreport/2008/pdf/2008_Q2e_Financial_Information.pdf
http://www.sap.com/investor
http://www.sap.com/investor
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Virage Logic Reports Third Quarter Fiscal Year 2008 Results 
31 July 2008 

Virage Logic Corporation reported its financial results for the third fiscal quarter ended June 30, 2008.  

Revenues for the third quarter of fiscal 2008 were $15.1 million, compared with $11.3 million for the 
third quarter of fiscal 2007 and $14.7 million for the second quarter of fiscal 2008. License revenue for 
the third quarter of fiscal 2008 was $12.3 million, compared with $8.2 million for the same period a year 
ago and $12.1 million for the prior quarter. Royalties for the third quarter of fiscal 2008 were $2.8 
million, compared with $3.1 million for the third quarter of fiscal 2007 and $2.6 million for the second 
quarter of fiscal 2008.  

As reported under U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), net loss for the third quarter 
of fiscal 2008 was $1.1 million, or $(0.05) per share, compared with net loss of $1.2 million, or ($0.05) 
per share for the third quarter of fiscal 2007 and net income of $0.6 million or $0.03 per share for the 
second quarter of fiscal 2008.  

Excluding the effects of FAS123R stock compensation expense, restructuring and acquisition related 
charges, the company would have reported a net income of $1.4 million, or $0.06 per share for the 
quarter ended June 30, 2008. The reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP includes $0.7 million of stock-
based compensation expense, approximately $1.9 million of acquisition related charges and 
restructuring charges of approximately $0.3 million reduced by $0.4 million tax effect for a net total of 
$2.5 million.  

Dan McCranie, chairman and chief executive officer (CEO) for Virage Logic, said, "License revenue 
increased 50% year-over-year while total revenue, which includes royalties, increased 34% year-over-
year. We have been able to deliver four consecutive quarters of non-GAAP profitability and this 
financial performance underscores the significant progress we have made to date in transforming the 
company. Key initiatives that we made particularly strong progress against in the third quarter include 
the following:  

-- Being first-to-market with next generation advanced technology products. We introduced our 40nm 
SiWare™ memory compilers and logic libraries and during the quarter we were successful in securing 
three new customers for our 40nm SiWare™ standard product offering. This is a key leading indicator 
because in order to create a scalable and profitable business, we must leverage our engineering 
investment through proliferation of off-the-shelf advanced libraries and compilers.  

-- Broadening our product portfolio. Our DDR offerings increased this past quarter with the 
announcement of our DDR2/3 product and more recently with the introduction of our DDR3 product. 
With these new offerings, we were able to expand our account base, particularly in the Programmable 
Logic semiconductor market. In addition to broadening our product portfolio organically, we have also 
expanded our product portfolio with the purchase of Impinj's non-volatile memory IP business.  

Mr. McCranie continued, "In the third quarter, we continued to execute on our goals to transform the 
company into a high growth, high profit trusted IP provider to the semiconductor industry. Now, let me 
turn to our business outlook for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2008. While we enjoyed strong quarter-on-
quarter license growth for the past five quarters, we remain both cautious and concerned about the near 
term growth prospects for the semiconductor component suppliers whom we serve. Accordingly, we are 
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forecasting relatively flat license and royalty revenue for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2008 compared to 
the third quarter of fiscal 2008.  

As noted in our recent Impinj NVM IP business acquisition announcement, this transaction will have a 
neutral to slightly negative impact on our earnings in the fourth quarter of 2008, and should contribute 
approximately $0.03 to $0.06 per share to our earnings in fiscal 2009. Refining this forecast for the near 
term, we now believe that the Impinj transaction will be dilutive up to approximately $0.03 in the fourth 
fiscal quarter but should be between $0.01 and $0.03 accretive in the first fiscal quarter of 2009 alone.  

Mr. McCranie concluded, "In summary, we anticipate fourth quarter fiscal 2008 revenues of $15.0M to 
$15.5M and a non-GAAP earnings per share of $0.02 to $0.03 per share. The company expects $1.3 
million of FAS123R stock compensation expense and $1.2 million acquisition related expenses that 
include $0.9 million of acquisition related performance based payments linked to predefined sales goals 
for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2008."  

Although this news release will be available on the company's website, the company disclaims any duty 
or intention to update these or any other forward-looking statements.  

Conference Call  

Virage Logic's management will hold a teleconference on third-quarter fiscal year 2008 results at 1:30 
p.m. PACIFIC / 4:30 p.m. EASTERN today, July 30, 2008. A replay of the call will be available at 
(800) 642-1687 (domestic) or (706) 645-9291 (international), access number 56456735 through August 
2, 2008; and the webcast can be accessed at http://www.viragelogic.com for 30 days.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Advantech Adds 3D Product Models Powered by TraceParts to eAutomationPro Web Site 
29 July 2008 

Industrial automation leader Advantech is now using the TraceParts Internet service to provide 3D 
product models, for engineers and designers, through their eAutomatioPro web site. Advantech’s 
customers will be able to select the right product for their needs and then download 3D CAD models of 
the products into their designs. 

Advantech provides Open HMI platforms, Industrial Ethernet, Automation Controllers, Automation 
Software, Embedded Automation Computers, Distributed I/O Modules, Plug-in I/O, and Industrial 
Communication solutions to a wide array of industries. 

“Our customers around the world were asking for 3D models of our products to include in their 
designs”, says Lynette Andersen, Marketing Manger Advantech Industrial Automation Group. “The 
catch was they wanted the models delivered in a wide variety of CAD system formats. TraceParts allows 
us to satisfy those needs.” 

“Advantech has been providing industrial automation and communication solutions for 25 years,” said 
Bob Noftle, president of TraceParts, Inc. “They offer comprehensive system integration hardware, 
software, customer-centric design services, global logistics support and an industry-leading front and 
back office e-business infrastructure. TraceParts helps Advantech strengthen relationships with its 
customers by saving them time and helping them to make better design decisions faster than with paper-

http://investors.viragelogic.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=325362
http://www.viragelogic.com/
http://www.advantech.com/ea
http://www.traceparts.com/
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based catalogs.” 
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AMD's ATI Radeon™ HD Products Leverage Virage Logic's Embedded Memory IP 
30 July 2008 

Virage Logic Corp. announced that Advanced Micro Devices' ATI Radeon™ 4800 series graphics 
products leverage Virage Logic's advanced embedded memory IP for superior performance. The 
relationship between AMD and Virage Logic provides AMD with access to Virage Logic's embedded 
memory IP offering to support graphics processors and other devices for 65-nanometer (nm) and 55nm 
processes and beyond.  

"For more than eight years, our engineers have used semiconductor IP from Virage Logic to create some 
of the most advanced and successful graphics products in the market," said David Wang, vice president, 
silicon engineering, AMD Graphics Product Group. "Virage Logic offers a comprehensive end-to-end 
memory solution and sophisticated support at advanced processes to help facilitate our efforts in 
bringing next-generation products to market as quickly and cost effectively as possible. The ability to 
achieve first time working silicon of our 55nm ATI Radeon GPUs using Virage Logic's IP is a testament 
to the strength of their technology and a direct result of their rigorous IP verification and advanced 
silicon validation processes."  

"We are proud that industry leader AMD is part of our roster of integrated device manufacturers that 
rely on our broad IP offering to take their products to new levels of performance and complexity. 
AMD's selection of Virage Logic as their trusted semiconductor IP supplier is a great endorsement of 
their confidence in our ability to provide them with the highly differentiated and silicon proven, quality 
IP they need to accelerate the development of their advanced process technology products," said Dan 
McCranie, chief executive officer (CEO) and chairman of Virage Logic. "AMD's success further 
confirms the value that leading manufacturers can realize as they move to advanced process nodes by 
concentrating on their core strengths and looking to trusted partners to deliver robust semiconductor IP 
solutions."  

For both the ATI Radeon™ HD 3800 series and the recently introduced ATI Radeon™ 4800 series of 
GPUs, AMD leveraged Virage Logic's embedded memory IP offering, including the Silicon Aware Self-
Test and Repair (STAR™ ) Memory System, to reduce test costs and optimize device yields at 65nm 
and 55nm process technologies. Virage Logic's process expertise and rigorous silicon validation 
program helped ensure AMD was able to achieve first time working silicon and helped accelerate their 
time-to-market.  

"We couldn't be more pleased to partner with a leader in advanced semiconductor technologies like 
AMD," noted Dr. Alex Shubat, chief operating officer (CTO) of Virage Logic. "Our respect for their 
hardware solutions extends to our own operations, where we rely on the compute power of AMD 
Opteron™ processors in our server farm to drive the complex, ongoing processes of characterizing our 
broad portfolio of semiconductor IP products including our embedded memories, logic libraries and 
I/Os."  

About the STAR Memory System  

The STAR Memory System provides the most integrated cost-effective solution for embedding on-chip 
test and repair of memories in designs with a few to a few-thousand memory instances. Repairable or 

http://www.viragelogic.com/
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non-repairable embedded memories across any foundry or process node can be incorporated as part of 
the STAR Memory System to address a broad range of SoC design requirements. The STAR Memory 
System consists of a complete solution allowing users to select and automatically integrate and verify all 
of the components required within the system. Successfully used in hundreds of designs on a variety of 
process nodes ranging from 180nm to 55nm, the STAR Memory System provides the most complete test 
solution to improve test quality, repair of manufacturing faults found in advanced processes and ease of 
integration into design.  

In order to provide STAR Memory System access to all memory developers, Virage Logic has 
developed a proprietary memory description language called MASIS. The MASIS language, together 
with a MASIS compiler, simplifies and accelerates the process of creating and verifying memory views 
used by the STAR Memory System.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Names British Antarctic Survey as Inventor of the Month for July 2008 
30 July 2008 

Autodesk, Inc. announced that British Antarctic Survey (BAS) has been named as the Autodesk Inventor 
of the Month for July 2008. Responsible for the United Kingdom's national scientific activities in 
Antarctica, BAS uses Autodesk Inventor software to design crucial tools that allow the organization to 
more effectively carry out research and provide insight into key 21st century challenges such as climate 
change, ozone depletion and rising sea levels. 

The Antarctic region is an important regulator and indicator of global climate. Scientists know that the 
Antarctic ice sheet has grown and shrunk over geological history, and recent analysis of Antarctic ice 
cores reveals that during the last 800,000 years, the Earth experienced eight glacial cycles, each with an 
ice age and warm period. Understanding this natural rhythm helps scientists get a better picture of what's 
happening to the Earth's climate today and what might happen in the future. 

Transforming Digital Prototypes into Tools for the Field 

The BAS engineering team is charged with producing and readying equipment for use in the field. At 
any one time, the engineering team could be working on half a dozen projects of varying complexity. 
Examples of the team's work include a rugged digital camera system to monitor sea ice activity, a 
tethered stake to measure the movement of ice over sediments in glacial streams, a star-pointing 
telescope to measure the ozone in the atmosphere, and an ice core drill capable of taking samples dating 
back tens of thousands of years. 

The BAS engineering team relies on products in the Autodesk Inventor product line to create these 
sophisticated scientific instruments. By generating models that are accurate 3D digital representations of 
the finished product, BAS engineers are able to validate design and engineering data as they work. This 
approach minimizes the need for physical prototypes and helps to reduce the number of costly 
engineering changes that might otherwise emerge after the design has been sent to manufacturing. 

"Autodesk Inventor has proved invaluable in checking for interferences and making sure all the 
components fit together," said Andy Tait, a mechanical design engineer at BAS. "Just as important, it 
allows us to present very realistic 3D models to the scientists so that we can gather their input on the 
device before we actually produce a model. Sometimes it could be something simple, like the device 
being the wrong size to handle when wearing gloves, or that the device needs to be more modular and 
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easier to assemble and take apart in icy conditions." 

By using Inventor in this way, Tait estimates that the organization has been able to reduce the amount of 
time needed to finalize a piece of equipment by 40 percent. Since there are few opportunities to get ships 
in and out of Antarctica, speed is essential. For BAS, Digital Prototyping can mean the difference 
between getting a piece of equipment to the Antarctic on time versus missing the window of opportunity 
for what could be up to a year. 

"BAS is carrying out research of the most timely kind," said Robert "Buzz" Kross, senior vice president 
of Autodesk Manufacturing Solutions. "Digital Prototyping allows them to carry out their mission more 
effectively. We are pleased to present an organization whose research has implications for the entire 
planet with our Inventor of the Month award for July." 

About the Autodesk Inventor of the Month Program 

Each month, Autodesk selects an Inventor of the Month from the more than 700,000 users of Autodesk 
Inventor software, the foundation for Digital Prototyping. For more information about Autodesk 
Inventor of the Month, contact us at IOM@autodesk.com.  

About British Antarctic Survey 

The Cambridge-based British Antarctic Survey is a world leader in research into global environmental 
issues. With an annual budget of close to pounds sterling 45 million, five Antarctic Research Stations, 
two Royal Research Ships and five aircraft, BAS undertakes an interdisciplinary research program and 
plays an active and influential role in Antarctic affairs. BAS has joint research projects with over 40 
U.K. universities and has more than 120 national and international collaborations. It is a component of 
the Natural Environment Research Council. More information about the work of the Survey can be 
found at http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Avatech Experiences Increased Demand for Dynamic Modeling Services 
28 July 2008 

Avatech Solutions, Inc. announced that the company is experiencing greater demand for its professional 
services offering as an increased number of civil engineering firms adopt 3D dynamic modeling. 
Leading engineering companies like Marbach, Brady & Weaver, as well as Hanson Professional 
Services Inc. have selected Avatech Solutions to implement AutoCAD Civil 3D design technology.  

Dynamic modeling presents a completely new design approach, which requires a review of CAD 
standards, an overhaul of current workflows, and intensive training. The benefits are many, because with 
model-centric technology at the core, design changes are automatically reflected across and entire 
project, helping to keep the whole team coordinated. Dynamic modeling also presents the opportunity to 
increase competitive advantage and slash engineering time while providing enhanced levels of service to 
clients.  

More and more firms are turning to professional services teams to help them make the transition to a 
completely new way of working. Avatech specializes in getting companies up and running in the most 
cost-effective way possible to reduce downtime, while at the same time providing long-term value 
through careful planning.  

“Our civil solutions professional services group offers customers a unique blend of business and 

http://www.autodesk.com/
mailto:IOM@autodesk.com
http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/
http://www.avatech.com/
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industry acumen with in-depth technology expertise,” said Bruce White, Executive Vice President of 
Sales for Avatech Solutions.  

Marbach, Brady & Weaver, a pioneering Elkhart, Indiana-based civil engineering firm, contacted 
Avatech to implement this new technology, “We knew this would be a big change for us and so we are 
relying on Avatech for their expert assistance in training and implementation,” said Chris Marbach, 
president at Marbach, Brady & Weaver.  

Hanson Professional Services, an employee-owned, Engineering News Record 500 firm, also hired 
Avatech. “When we made the decision to standardize our aviation services on Civil 3D, we knew we 
wanted Avatech Solutions to lead the implementation,” said Craig Reed, CADD Administrator at 
Hanson Professional Services. “They live up to their ’Altogether Smarter‘ tagline. We got the right 
expertise for the various types of design work we offer and are convinced that by choosing Avatech, we 
minimized down time and are able to provide our clients with improved engineering services.”  

Dynamic modeling technologies provide real-world drawing objects that maintain relationships with 
other objects within the model. When changes inevitably occur, they propagate throughout a drawing 
set. Gaining the ability to view complex 3D relationships between roadways, elevations, piping, and 
other systems enables engineers to instantly visualize and circumvent problems that simply were not 
evident in just two dimensions.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Avrotech Design Gains International Advantage From Using AVEVA Marine Solutions 
29 July 2008 

AVEVA announced that Avrotech Design International has chosen to implement AVEVA marine 
solutions to help further develop its global ship design business. 

Avrotech serves civilian and military customers in the government and private sectors. It has operations 
across Europe, which now includes a recently opened office in the North West of England. It has 
selected AVEVA marine solutions because the tools AVEVA provides will not only help them to fulfil 
current contracts but will also enable them to develop further relationships with shipyards around the 
world. 

Alan Alcock, Avrotech company secretary commented: 

"Using the AVEVA marine solutions, our designers are able to meet the most complex design 
requirements in the shortest possible time, because, as the system has been designed by the world's 
leading shipbuilders and ship designers, it allows our engineers and naval architects to become highly 
productive within the shortest timescales." 

Martin Yeomans, Executive Vice President WEMEA said: 

"AVEVA marine solutions are recognised as the system of choice for ship-design and ship-building both 
in the UK and globally. With AVEVA marine solutions you achieve significant savings across the whole 
design process and especially in the production environment. This is why our solutions are selected time 
and time again.” 

"AVEVA's global presence and our leadership in the shipbuilding IT solutions marketplace, makes the 
AVEVA marine suite the right solution for anyone wanting to do business with the large global 
shipbuilding players." 

http://www.aveva.com/
http://www.avrotechdesign.com/
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Boeing and Siemens PLM Software Sign New Agreement to Extend Deployment of Teamcenter 
30 July 2008 

Siemens PLM Software announced that Boeing has signed a new software license agreement for 
Teamcenter®, Siemens PLM Software’s digital lifecycle management solution. 

Siemens PLM Software technology currently enables Boeing to access current and accurate digital 
information wherever and whenever required. Boeing uses Teamcenter on several key programs to 
enhance collaboration and improve workflow management.  

Teamcenter to replace legacy systems  

As part of this agreement, Boeing will work with Siemens PLM Software to retire and replace selected 
legacy systems with Teamcenter. Teamcenter is being used for bill of material management, 
configuration management, change management and document management.  

“We are partnering with Siemens to enhance Boeing's product data management (PDM) capabilities. 
Siemens products and services will continue to support, and help us improve, the products and services 
we offer,” said Nancy Bailey, Boeing vice president of IT Product Systems. 

“We are proud that an industry leader such as Boeing is expanding the use of Teamcenter as a PDM 
platform,” said Tony Affuso, chairman and CEO, Siemens PLM Software. “Boeing’s expanded use of 
Teamcenter to replace select legacy systems strengthens Teamcenter’s position.”  

Teamcenter powers innovation and productivity by connecting people and processes with knowledge 
across the entire lifecycle. Teamcenter’s comprehensive portfolio of digital lifecycle management 
solutions is built on an open PLM foundation. Teamcenter is one of the PLM industry’s most widely 
used solution and consists of an integrated suite of applications that provide a wide variety of 
productivity enhancing technologies such as 3D visualization, collaboration, supplier management and 
collaborative product data management (cPDM) – one of the fastest growing segments in the PLM 
industry. 

About Boeing 

Boeing is the world's leading aerospace company and the largest manufacturer of commercial jetliners 
and military aircraft combined. Additionally, Boeing designs and manufactures rotorcraft, electronic and 
defense systems, missiles, satellites, launch vehicles and advanced information and communication 
systems. As a major service provider to NASA, Boeing operates the Space Shuttle and International 
Space Station. The company also provides numerous military and commercial airline support services. 
Boeing has customers in more than 90 countries around the world and is one of the largest U.S. 
exporters in terms of sales. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Catalog Data Solutions Selected by Fibergrate Composite Structures Inc. for Online Catalog and 
CAD Downloads 
29 July 2008 

Catalog Data Solutions (CDS) announced that Fibergrate Composite Structures Inc has selected its 

http://www.siemens.com/plm
http://www.catalogdatasolutions.com/
http://www.fibergrate.com/
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Online Catalog and CAD Download solution to present and download CAD models online. 

Fibergrate Composite Structures Inc. is a global manufacturer of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) 
products for industrial and commercial use. “Adding a digitally searchable catalog and CAD Downloads 
to our web site will save our customers time in drawing and specifying our products,” said Libby Rode, 
Marketing Supervisor at Fibergrate. “Previously we had outsourced with another company to manage 
our CAD downloads, but have switched to CDS because their solution is easier to use, gives us more 
future flexibility and is favorably priced.” 

“We are delighted to have been selected by Fibergrate for our leading online CAD model download and 
digital catalog solution,” said John Major, CEO Catalog Data Solutions, “Online CAD models are an 
important sales and marketing tool for all industrial suppliers and distributors. With many customers 
moving from paper to CAD systems, providing online CAD model downloads often ‘locks’ products 
into a design so suppliers later benefit from the sales success of that design. Conversely suppliers 
without CAD models on their website are at risk of losing customers to their competition who do offer 
CAD models.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Chandavarkar & Thacker Architects Presented Autodesk Revit BIM Experience Award 
28 July 2008 

Autodesk, Inc. announced that Chandavarkar & Thacker Architects (CnT), an architectural firm based in 
Bangalore, India, has been selected to receive a Revit BIM Experience Award. The firm is being 
honored for its longtime use of Revit Architecture software to design innovative and complex buildings. 

The award also recognizes CnT's use of building information modeling (BIM) for interdisciplinary 
design collaboration and 3D visualizations for early project review. 

"Until we moved to BIM with Revit Architecture, we had trouble visually representing a building's 
interior and exterior for both technical and nontechnical people," said Prem Chandavarkar, director for 
Chandavarkar & Thacker Architects. "And supporting a collaborative design process was cumbersome 
and fraught with duplication of effort when we were using one application for 2D drafting and 
documentation and a separate solution for 3D visualizations. As a result, we tended to focus on external 
views, as modeling interiors was too time consuming. Since implementing Revit Architecture, we have 
been able to reconcile all our needs in a single design platform." 

CnT offers a range of design services, including architecture, interior design and urban planning for 
clients in the development, commercial and institutional market sectors. Founded in 1947 and 
headquartered in Bangalore, India, CnT holds the distinction of being Bangalore's first architectural 
firm. Its history of producing award-winning designs makes CnT one of India's leading architectural 
firms. Notable examples of their work include the Hyderabad International Convention Centre and 
Hotel, International Flower Auction Complex, and software campuses for Infosys, Wipro, Mindtree and 
ValueLabs. Other Autodesk software used by the firm includes AutoCAD Architecture and Autodesk 
3ds Max Design. Kruthi Computer Services provided Revit Architecture training and implementation 
support. 

Multidisciplinary Team Uses BIM for Unusual Triangular Building Complex 

A multidisciplinary team of CnT designers and a structural engineering consultant collaborated using a 
Revit model to develop the 350,000-square-foot Brigade Rubix commercial complex in Bangalore, 

http://www.autodesk.com/
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which is currently under construction. Given the triangular site, the design team opted for an innovative 
approach resembling a giant Rubik's cube to maximize usable space. The design incorporates three 
interlocking layers consisting of three stories each, with the middle layer twisted 45 degrees. The 
structure also features a green roof on the middle layer that doubles as a neighborhood park. The team 
made extensive use of 3ds Max Design software to create advanced, photorealistic visualizations to help 
technical and nontechnical reviewers quickly grasp the project's overall design. 

"More Indian architecture firms are adopting BIM to meet India's booming building demand," said Jay 
Bhatt, senior vice president, Autodesk AEC Solutions. "Chandavarkar & Thacker Architects is one of 
India's BIM pioneers-- they started using Revit software in 2005, and have served as a model for the 
Indian building industry. We're happy to present them with a Revit BIM Experience Award to recognize 
their commitment to the Revit platform and building information modeling." 

BIM is an integrated process built on coordinated, reliable information about a project from design 
through construction and into operations. By adopting BIM, architects, engineers, contractors and 
owners can easily create coordinated digital design information and documentation; use that information 
to more accurately visualize, simulate and analyze performance, appearance and cost; and reliably 
deliver the project faster, more economically and with reduced environmental impact. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dainese Has Dramatically Reduced Project Time Implemening ThinkDesign to Develop its 
Innovative NECK Support 
29 July 2008 

Dainese has chosen ThinkDesign to create NECK, an innovative articulated neck support that follows 
every movement, ensuring unprecedented safety in any riding position.  

Thanks to ThinkDesign, the NECK project was finished in only two effective months reducing by half 
the time for the creation of a first draft prototype as well as esthetical and functional evaluation. 

“Completing the NECK project with other solutions would have taken 4 months of full time work,” said 
Franco Gatto, Manager of Design Technical Office at Dainese. “Using ThinkDesign saved us almost 
half of the time. Also, tools such as GSM and Capping provided an environment where the project could 
be developed without rules or constraints, unlike other solutions available on the market.” 

Dainese has selected think3’s CAD solutions for their flexibility and scalability, which allows full 
customisation to company’s requirements. 

“ThinkDesign provides cutting-edge technology that supports creativity, enabling engineers to cover all 
phases of the protective device development cycle, starting from body scanning to developing the most 
complex surfaces,” said Luigi Ronco, Head of Dainese R&D. 

“ThinkDesign is flexible and easy to use,” said Franco Gatto. “Functionalities range from the very 
simple ones allowing to curve a surface for instance, to GSM (Global Shape Modeling), an excellent 
tool that enables users to adapt a flat surface to the shape of human back.”  

In the near future, Dainese plans to digitise all projects which are now carried out manually. This further 
explains why the company has chosen ThinkDesign, a flexible solution which will guarantee unfailing 
support throughout the entire design and developement process. 

About NECK support 

http://www.think3.com/en/default.aspx
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Dainese technology has developed the Neck Collection: articulated support for the neck designed to 
follow its movements, also providing support against the wind to ensure safety in any riding position. 
The Collection is based on a system of jointed pads that reflect the shape of the cervical part of the 
spinal column and follows the body during all movements on the bike: in the maximum speed position, 
NECK contracts and follows the neck inward, whereas in more relaxed, touring position, it reaches its 
maximum extension in length in order to support the neck and increase riding comfort.  

NECK can be worn alone with straps provided in the kit or beneath other Dainese jackets. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s PartMaker SwissCAM Selected by Citizen as a Preferred CAM System 
28 July 2008 

CADCAM developer Delcam has entered into a strategic partnership with Citizen Machinery, a leading 
builder of Swiss-type lathes, to encourage the use of the company’s PartMaker SwissCAM software by 
Citizen customers. Delcam and Citizen Machinery have entered into a signed agreement to collaborate 
on both technical and marketing activities in support of Citizen’s customers world-wide.  

As a Citizen-preferred CAM system, PartMaker SwissCAM will be referred to the company’s customers 
and distributors world-wide as one of a few selected solutions for meeting the wide variety of machining 
needs of the company and its customers. PartMaker SwissCAM will also be featured on Citizen’s 
machine-tool displays at trade shows and open houses around the world. 

PartMaker SwissCAM has been the programming system of choice for many of Citizen’s leading users 
for almost a decade, including such industry leaders as Smith and Nephew, Biomet, Medtronic, ITT and 
many others. PartMaker SwissCAM supports the full line of Citizen machines with field-proven and 
well-supported post-processors, including all currently available Citizen models in the A, B, C, K, L, M 
and R series ranges, as well as older models no longer in production such as the E and F series 
machines. This comprehensive range allows users with a variety of Citizen machines to switch their 
PartMaker programs from one machine to the next. Using the software’s Full Machine Simulation 
module, Citizen users can simulate the machining process in 3D on any number of Citizen machines on 
their computer desktop before generating an accurate program.  

"With Delcam’s 350 international sales and support offices, we are comfortable in saying that Citizen’s 
own staff, customers and dealers can now enjoy truly global support of their programming needs with 
PartMaker SwissCAM, a comfort level that has lead to consummation of this agreement,” according to 
Geoff Bryant, Managing Director for Citizen Machinery in the UK. 

"PartMaker SwissCAM has been dedicated to the productivity of Citizen users for the better part of 
decade,” says Hanan Fishman, President of the PartMaker Division of Delcam. "The fact that Citizen is 
acknowledging this contribution by choosing to partner with PartMaker SwissCAM is very gratifying 
validation of our long standing commitment to the Citizen user community, a commitment we hope to 
deepen with this agreement.” 

"Choosing the correct software is more important than ever for Citizen users,” claimed Mr. Fishman. 
"Part complexity is increasing, while manufacturing runs are getting shorter. The increased complexity 
makes it more difficult for companies to use manual methods to program their machines, while the 
shorter runs mean that the benefits of PartMaker software in reducing programming times and set-up 
times are more important than ever.” 
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PartMaker Inc. is a subsidiary of Delcam Plc, a leading developer and supplier of complete CAM 
software solutions.  

Click here to return to Contents 

DP Technology Teams Up With NASCAR Racing Team Petty Enterprises 
28 July 2008 

DP Technology has become an official sponsor and technology partner of Petty Enterprises, a NASCAR 
(National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing) racing team based in North Carolina.  

DP Technology continues to lead the pack on the racetrack with the sponsorship of two NASCAR Sprint 
Cup Series racing teams, namely the No. 43 Cheerios/Betty Crocker Dodge and the No. 45 
Marathon/Wells Fargo/PVA Dodge, owned and operated by Petty Enterprises. These two NASCAR 
teams are the eighth and ninth sponsored by DP Technology.  

“They came to us and wanted our software because they figured out it was the best software out there,” 
said Bill Haas, vice president of special projects for DP Technology.  

Having become unsatisfied with its previous CAM software due to “lack of improvements and growth 
versatility,” Petty Enterprises was in the process of investigating various new CAM software packages 
when engineers from the company visited an ESPRIT booth at a machining industry trade show in North 
Carolina, according to Bobby Turner, design engineer for Petty Enterprises.  

“While investigating, we also learned that an engineer in the office had used ESPRIT at a machine shop 
he worked at prior to Petty Enterprises,” Turner said.  

Petty Enterprises will use ESPRIT to write programming code for its HAAS V4 CNC machine, which is 
used to make several different kinds of parts for its racecars — ranging from the chassis and suspension 
to the body. “Pretty much everything except engine components,” Turner said.  

Petty Enterprises is currently in the process of implementing ESPRIT software which, when fully 
implemented, will improve the production of parts for the racing teams’ vehicles. “It should save us 
some time and money, which in turn will allow us to spend more time improving parts and spending 
money in other important areas,” Turner said.  

The new partners have opted to join forces through 2010.  

“We wanted to find software that would be easy to use, meet our current and future CNC needs, and 
have a support staff that could help us with training or any other technical assistance,” Derrick Finley, 
technical director for Petty Enterprises, said. “Out of the different CAM packages we investigated, we 
found ESPRIT to be the software that best fit these needs. The support and training we have had thus far 
has been phenomenal, and the people at ESPRIT have been a great pleasure to work with.”  

The Web sites of both DP Technology and Petty Enterprises will be linked so that visitors to each site 
will be able to access the partner site. 

Click here to visit the Petty Enterprises Web site 

Click here to return to Contents 
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EADS Selects PTC To Become The Single Provider For Its “PHENIX” Enterprise Product Lifecycle 
Management Solution 
29 July 2008 

PTC announced that it is has been selected by EADS to harmonize enterprise PLM solutions across all 
EADS business divisions as part of EADS’s PHENIX initiative. PHENIX is an EADS cross-divisional 
program and a group-wide strategic initiative launched in 2007 to achieve harmonization of enterprise 
PLM methods, processes and tools between business units.  

EADS is making a major stride towards harmonizing its landscape and as a result will improve 
communications between its divisions, reduce time-to-market and increase overall product quality. 
PTC’s Windchill® will provide EADS with a single system that will act as the enterprise PLM 
backbone for its product development. As a result, EADS will launch the PHENIXCHANGE product, to 
be developed based on PTC’s Windchill, as the common enterprise PLM solution for future programmes 
of all EADS Divisions. 

“The entire Group will benefit tremendously from this new partnership and from the creation of a 
harmonized PLM environment, which leads to cost savings, reduced time-to-market and improved 
product quality. The harmonized work-flow also improves the communication between the divisions and 
among each player in world-wide cooperation. We found that PTC came up with the most convincing 
solution and best serves our business needs. Congratulations to PTC and to the head of PHENIX, Jean-
Yves Mondon, and his team for their contribution towards a more integrated EADS,” said Jean Botti, 
EADS chief technical officer. 

The selection of a single provider for complex data management is an important milestone for the EADS 
cross-divisional PHENIX programme and will further EADS advancements in achieving the 
harmonization of PLM methods, processes and tools between the operational units.  

“To select a single provider for such an important service to EADS was not an easy decision,” adds 
Jean-Yves Mondon, vice president and head of PHENIX project, EADS. “An extensive selection 
process was therefore performed within the PHENIX program, which has been recognized by the 
independent PLM organization Collaborative Product Development Associates, LLC (CPDA) of 
Stamford, Connecticut as a reference benchmark for PLM provider selection.”  

“PTC technology has been selected to become the basis for EADS PHENIX enterprise PLM solution 
after an extensive benchmark of leading PLM solutions. We are very pleased that Windchill, our PLM 
software ultimately best met EADS’ requirements,” said C. Richard Harrison, president and CEO, PTC. 
“Obviously, we feel that this selection underscores PTC’s strength in the product development industry 
and we look forward to a continued partnership with EADS to further their advancements in achieving a 
harmonized PLM environment.”  

About EADS 

EADS is a global leader in aerospace, defence and related services. In 2007, EADS generated revenues 
of € 39.1 billion and employed a workforce of about 116,000. The Group includes the aircraft 
manufacturer Airbus, the world's largest helicopter supplier Eurocopter and EADS Astrium, the 
European leader in space programmes from Ariane to Galileo. Its Defence & Security Division is a 
provider of comprehensive systems solutions and makes EADS the major partner in the Eurofighter 
consortium as well as a stakeholder in the missile systems provider MBDA. EADS also develops the 
A400M through its Military Transport Aircraft Division. 

http://www.ptc.com/
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ESCATEC Chooses vPlan for Accelerated NPI 
29 July 2008 

Valor Computerized Systems Ltd has been selected by ESCATEC to provide vPlan – Valor’s next-
generation, enterprise-level process engineering software solution for electronics assembly. 

ESCATEC provides vertically integrated design and manufacturing services for the electronics industry, 
covering a wide range of segments from industrial electronics to high-end consumer electronics. The 
company has more than 30 years of experience and a marquee list of leading OEM customers. As a first 
step, vPlan will be implemented at the company’s NPI site in Switzerland. 

vPlan will help ESCATEC accelerate NPI projects by introducing a high level of automation into the 
pre-production stages, reducing setup time and minimizing revision spins. In addition, vPlan’s ability to 
output a perfect, validated product model in ODB++ format will enable ESCATEC to easily and 
seamlessly transfer products between sites. 

“vPlan fits perfectly with the nature of our operation,” said Christoph Auerswald, Head of Engineering 
at ESCATEC. “For a global, versatile design and manufacturing contractor such as ESCATEC, Valor 
provides an excellent one-stop-shop solution for reducing costs and offering increased flexibility for our 
customers.” 

“In today’s global manufacturing environment, the ability to work seamlessly across the globe is not just 
‘nice to have’ - it’s an essential competitive advantage. This is why we aim to provide electronics 
manufacturers with solutions that meet both their functional and business needs at all levels, and vPlan 
is just one example of that.” said Stephan Häfele, President of Valor Europe. 

vPlan is a solution for synchronized process engineering in an easy to use package. It is a single solution 
that delivers a complete engineering process from CAD to machine, covering SMT, Through Hole 
Technology and manual assembly. It also delivers complete comprehensive and synchronized 
Manufacturing Process Definitions (MPD) to the production floor, and automatically generates machine 
specific libraries on demand (registered patent). 

Click here to return to Contents 

Genoa, Italy, Selects Bentley Systems to Facilitate Sustainable Development Plan 
31 July 2008 

The city of Genoa, Italy, has selected Bentley Systems, Incorporated, to be the exclusive technology 
sponsor of the new Genoa Urban Lab. The announcement was made today during a ceremony at Galata 
Museo del Mare, Genoa. The mission of the new lab, which was designed by 1998 Pritzker Architecture 
Prize laureate Renzo Piano, is to create a sustainable development plan for the city. Bentley will provide 
the Urban Lab project team with MicroStation, Bentley Map, Bentley Descartes, Bentley Architecture, 
GenerativeComponents, Bentley Structural, and GEOPAK Site software to help it prepare new urban 
planning regulations and create an integrated development plan that will encompass Genoa’s strategic 
city projects; infrastructure; seaport; surrounding natural environment; and cultural and historical asset 
improvements. The company will also provide software training through its Bentley LEARN program – 
which gives organizations unlimited access to OnDemand eLearning from the Bentley Institute – and 

http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/MicroStation/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Map/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Descartes/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Architecture/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/MicroStation/GenerativeComponents-Extension.htm
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Structural/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/GEOPAK+Civil+Engineering+Suite/GEOPAK-Site.htm
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will help furnish the lab. The Urban Lab is located on the 28-meter-long Studio-Ship created for the 
project and docked at Port Antico.  

Commenting on this strategic initiative, Genoa Mayor Marta Vincenzi said, “Municipalities large and 
small need to think differently in the face of challenges such as global warming, shrinking supplies of 
natural resources, rapidly accelerating demand for infrastructure in developing nations, and growing 
shortages of new talent entering the engineering professions. Today, the goal must always be to design 
and build sustainable infrastructure that sustains society and the environment. 

“In establishing the Genoa Urban Lab we have gathered some of the top design and urban planning 
minds from around the world. Their keen insight and vision, coupled with the advanced capabilities of 
Bentley’s solutions for the lifecycle of infrastructure, will enable us to create an innovative and effective 
plan that respects the city’s different environments by establishing firm boundaries between built areas, 
green areas, and blue or seaside areas. Quality growth will replace quantity growth, and our design 
philosophy will be to ‘build on built’ rather than to encroach further on our precious natural 
environments.”  

Said Bentley COO Malcolm Walter, “The mission of the Urban Lab is very much in alignment with our 
own mission at Bentley: to provide solutions to design, build, and operate the world’s infrastructure with 
the goals of sustaining our society, sustaining our environment, and sustaining the infrastructure 
professions – the architects and engineers, the surveyors and planners, and the contractors and operators 
who play a key role in sustaining infrastructure. 

The Urban Lab project team is comprised of highly experienced members of Genoa’s mapping 
department as well as some of the brightest young architects and engineers from leading universities. 
The team is guided by a small group of renowned architectural and urban planning experts called the 
“Table of Ideas.” The group is led by Piano and also includes Oriol Bohigas, an award-winning architect 
widely recognized for his work on the Barcelona Olympics; Amanda Burden, chair of the New York 
City Planning Commission and director of the Department of City Planning; and 2007 Pritzker 
Architecture Prize laureate Richard Rogers, former chief advisor on architecture and urbanism to the 
mayor of London. 

Among those participating in today’s Urban Lab ceremony were Renzo Piano, renowned French 
architect Jean Nouvel, Mayor Vincenzi, and Malcolm Walter. 
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Harro Höfliger Reduces Risk in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Equipment with Dyadem 
30 July 2008 

Dyadem announced that it has signed a new deal with Harro Höfliger, a Germany-based builder of 
production equipment for the pharmaceutical industry. Harro Höfliger is using Dyadem’s FMEA-Med 
software to help its customers minimize risk and manage quality effectively during the production of its 
specialized pharmaceutical equipment.  

Harro Höfliger designs and constructs specialized machines for pharmaceutical companies. Among its 
400-strong customer base are giants such as Pfizer, Novartis, Astra Zeneca and Johnson & Johnson. The 
pharmaceutical industry is highly regulated; therefore Höfliger is constantly measuring quality and risk 
throughout development as well as with customers during delivery. The huge production lines and 
complex nature of machinery produced makes extensive formal testing of every individual machine 
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function virtually impossible. On average the company conducts 200 projects in a year with as many as 
50 or 60 projects running in parallel, requiring diligent quality standards across the organization. Quality 
is controlled using a risk-based approach that identifies critical risk factors in the production process and 
minimizes or eliminates them. Harro Höfliger’s focus on quality through the process helps customers 
rethink the steps that are most critical for the safety of their products while designing new process and 
production equipment. 

To better serve its customers and increase efficiency, Harro Höfliger started using Dyadem’s FMEA-
Med software, a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis solution that not only ensures consistent product 
quality, but also drastically reduces the time spent on completing risk analysis studies. FMEA-Med is 
designed for the medical industry and supports several medical device manufacturing regulations, such 
as 21 CFR, Part 11. It helps in significantly improving quality and helping prevent patient injuries and 
costly product recalls. 

“Quality was always top priority and FMEA-Med makes it easier to meet our standards. Our customers 
also like the risk management service that we offer,” said Jan Schikora, Head of Quality Assurance & 
Validation, Harro Höfliger. “Although our quality levels have remained constant, now the process of 
maintaining the standard is far less painful for us internally.” 

Before investing in Dyadem’s FMEA-Med software, Harro Höfliger used standard spreadsheets for its 
risk analysis and reporting, requiring hours of hand-coding and formatting, thereby slowing the analysis 
process considerably. The cost and time savings were the biggest benefits accrued by Harro Höfliger 
using Dyadem’s FMEA-Med. The time engineers spent on documentation decreased from one week to 
one day, for each of its projects. 

“We run multiple risk assessments for multiple customers on any given day. Each customer uses 
different notations and rating systems for the evaluation of critical processes, so flexibility of the 
software was a key issue,” Schikora said. “Dyadem was the only vendor that offered the flexibility that 
we required upfront. All of Dyadem’s competitors charge expensive consulting and servicing fees for 
providing comparable flexibility.”  

“Maintaining quality and minimizing production errors is especially crucial in the pharmaceutical 
industry given that a production error could mean the difference between life and death,” said Kevin 
North, president and CEO of Dyadem. “While minimizing risk is always difficult, doing so within 
resource constraints can be even more challenging. Our goal with FMEA-Med was to create a software 
solution that automates quality analysis for better compliance and better transparency and seeing Harro 
Höfliger’s results validates our strategy.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

OKI Turns to Cadence and the Open Verification Methodology (OVM) to Speed Product 
Development 
29 July 2008 

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. announced that the System Memory Business Division of Oki Electric 
Industry Co., Ltd. has adopted the Open Verification Methodology (OVM) to improve its verification 
process and speed development of its consumer-based portable device and computer peripheral device 
memory controllers. The new methodology streamlined OKI’s verification development leading to the 
creation of plug-and-play universal verification components (UVCs) for the company’s portable device 
host protocol, SPI, and memory interfaces using up to 30% less code than previous methods.  
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The OVM verification environment leveraged elements of OKI’s previous methodology to further 
reduce verification time and costs. The team also took advantage of the Cadence SimVision object-
oriented debug capabilities in the Cadence® Incisive® Enterprise Simulator to identify bugs much 
earlier in the development process. The proven SystemVerilog-class based library within the OVM was 
easy to use, allowing the team to get up and running much earlier in the project. Overall the verification 
environment development time turned out to be far less time consuming and more predictable than 
OKI’s previous approach.  

“Our team found the OVM and the SystemVerilog support in the Incisive Enterprise Simulator to be 
extremely robust on our production project,” said Hiroyuki Fukuyama, team manager, System Memory 
Business Division at OKI. “We were able to easily adopt the OVM to develop verification IP, and the 
expert help from our local Cadence application engineer further shortened our learning curve. We expect 
to scale our use of the OVM to other project teams in OKI, reducing the time and cost to verify our high-
quality products.”  

“Our customers require verification methodologies that are open and can scale to the system level and 
across project teams,” said Ziv Binyamini, corporate vice president at Cadence. “The OVM provides a 
unique architecture for developing reusable verification components that can address these needs, 
allowing industry leaders such as OKI to meet their verification closure demands.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Open Verification Methodology Helps KPIT Cummins Boost Productivity, Shorten Turnaround Time 
31 July 2008 

Cadence Design Systems (I) Pvt Ltd., a subsidiary of Cadence Design Systems, Inc. announced that 
KPIT Cummins Infosystems Ltd. has successfully used the class-based Open Verification Methodology 
(OVM) to develop controller area network (CAN) verification IP for the automotive market. The OVM 
helped KPIT Cummins improve productivity and overall quality by identifying bugs within a few weeks 
of adoption, including some deeply embedded functional bugs.  

“The OVM provides a robust methodology that is easy to implement and allows teams to ramp up 
quickly,” said Praveen Acharya, vice president, Semiconductor Solutions, KPIT Cummins Infosystems 
Ltd. “In addition, Cadence worked closely with us throughout the development cycle to ensure that we 
met our timelines and productivity goals.”  

“In a relatively short period of time the OVM has raised the bar when it comes to verification 
methodology and IP integration,” said Michal Siwinski, product marketing group director for the 
Enterprise Verification Group, Cadence Design Systems. “The open source methodology allows leaders 
in the automotive market like KPIT Cummins to quickly take advantage of advanced verification 
features to directly address tight schedule demands and monitor overall investment.”  

Open Verification Methodology 

The Open Verification Methodology, based on IEEE Std. 1800™-2005 SystemVerilog standard, is the 
first open, language-interoperable, SystemVerilog verification methodology in the industry. It provides a 
methodology and accompanying library that allow users to create modular, reusable verification 
environments in which components communicate with each other via standard transaction-level 
modeling interfaces. It also enables intra- and inter-company reuse through a common methodology and 
classes for virtual sequences and block-to-system reuse, and full integration with other languages 

http://www.cadence.com/
http://www.cadence.com/
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commonly used in production flows.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Remedent and SensAble Technologies Enter Into Multi-year, Multi-million Dollar OEM 
28 July 2008 

SensAble Technologies, Inc and Remedent Inc., an international company specializing in the research, 
development, and manufacturing of oral care and cosmetic dentistry products, announced they have 
entered into a multi-year, multi-million dollar OEM agreement. SensAble will provide Remedent with a 
customized version of its touch-enabled 3D modeling system which will be used to design GlamSmile® 
dental veneers. By adding SensAble's 3D modeling technology, GlamSmile-certified dental labs 
worldwide can produce veneers in less time and lower cost - with exceptional fit and accuracy.  

Remedent's GlamSmile veneer system provides a fast, painless and affordable cosmetic dental solution 
for patients with severely stained, misshapen, chipped, misaligned and discolored teeth. Veneers remain 
a strong segment in the $2.75 billion US cosmetic dentistry market, with $372 million in veneer revenue 
alone in 2006¹ at well-above average market growth rates in 2007.² First proven in Europe and debuting 
in the US in October 2007, the GlamSmile system revolutionizes the formerly one-at-a-time placement 
methods with a proprietary tray delivery system that lets practitioners expertly seat 10 ultra-thin, custom 
veneers at one time in less than an hour, while preserving tooth structure. Starting in July 2008, 
GlamSmile production centers will incorporate SensAble's 3D digital modeling system to replace the 
creation of hand-crafted wax models required in today's process of designing GlamSmile veneers for 
patients.  

"GlamSmile has revolutionized the way dental veneers are delivered and placed, and SensAble has 
worked with us to develop a highly customized application that is revolutionizing the design process," 
said Guy de Vreese, CEO of Remedent. "With this solution, patients get beautifully designed and placed 
veneers in a fraction of the time and cost of other solutions. Now that's something to smile about!" 

Under the agreement, SensAble will provide Remedent with GlamSmile Design Software®, a tailored 
veneer modeling application developed by SensAble and based on its acclaimed 3D modeling software, 
along with SensAble's PHANTOM® haptic (touch-enabled) devices. With SensAble's solution, 
GlamSmile technicians experience force feedback from the haptic device - so they literally "feel" the 
veneers that they are sculpting while viewing them on a computer screen. Working by feel lets dental lab 
technicians work faster and more intuitively to produce veneers with exceptional thinness, fit to the 
patient's existing tooth structure, and with consistent quality. 

"Creating veneers is an application where SenAble's technology really can shine," said Curt Rawley, 
CEO of SensAble Technologies. "As digital technologies revolutionize the many segments of the dental 
business, we're excited to partner with such a notable dental industry player as Remedent in bringing the 
time-savings and digital precision made possible by SensAble's customized veneer solution to this fast-
growing area of cosmetic dentistry." 
[1] American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry, 2007 AACD State of Cosmetic Dentistry survey, 12/13/07. 

[2] The Freedonia Group, Dental Products & Materials, 4/24/08. 
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SENER Has Chosen think3’s Software Components to Improve its FORAN Proprietary System 
1 August 2008 

Think3 continues its collaboration with the multinational company SENER Ingeniería Y Sistemas S.A. 
to improve FORAN System, the shipbuilding CAD/CAM/CAE system developed by SENER, that 
boasts a current user base of over 130 shipyards and design offices located in 27 countries.  

Thanks to the implementation of licenses based on ThinkDesign and thinkteam’s software components 
and taking advantage of a state-of-the-art technology that leverages a single software environment for 
easy development and customization SENER was able to change its drafting product. Moreover SENER 
is exploring the possibility to integrate an excellent PDM technology to offer to the customer base, thus 
driving new sales. 

Think3’s technology enabled SENER to offer an even more competitive solution that streamlines the 
product development cycle by means of its full 2D and 3D integration. 

FORAN System is appreciated for its reliability, flexibility and integration in the entire range of ship 
design disciplines. 

“A few specific activities of the complex world of large ship design perfectly combine with 
ThinkDesign’s modeling functionalities,” said Tom Davis, Vice President International Business at 
think3. “The shipbuilding market is a strategic business for think3. Our R&D commitment in this area is 
confirmed by the cooperation with the Marine Engineering departments of the most important 
universities.”  

Already in 2003 SENER signed a partnership with think3, the only supplier to offer technology 
solutions that link three separate design areas: the concept, its development and the finished product. 
The Spanish company was looking for a solution that combined advanced 2D design functionalities with 
the ability to get the design on the drawing board, to be integrated into FORAN. In ThinkDesign the 
Spanish company found the functionalities required for the optimization of its product range, delivering 
better quality faster.  

Recently, SENER has renewed its partnership with think3 to assess the potential of think3’s technology 
in a 3D environment, specifically focusing on GSM (Global Shape Modeling), which allows maximum 
freedom in the creation and modification of complex surfaces. GSM technology allows users to change a 
shape quickly and accurately, while preserving the original intent of the designer. GSM allows design 
engineers to change a shape and obtain an immediate visual feedback to assess the impact of the change 
on the design, thus allowing users to interact with the product rendering process and to work in an 
intuitive way. 

“Working with think3 allowed us to enhance the functionalities of our CAD solutions while offering our 
customers richer and more versatile product,” said Luis Garcia, General Manager Marine Business Unit 
of SENER. “We are exploring the potential of think3’s technology to support our efforts for the ongoing 
enhancement of our System, in order to address the growing requirements of shipbuilders.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys is Selected by National Semiconductor as Their Key EDA Partner 
28 July 2008 

Synopsys, Inc. announced that National Semiconductor Corp has selected Synopsys as their key EDA 

http://www.think3.com/
http://www.foran.es/
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partner for use in product development. The expanded relationship provides National access to 
Synopsys' Analog/Mixed-Signal and custom IC design tools and the opportunity to collaborate in next 
generation solutions. 

As part of the agreement, National has chosen products across Synopsys' product portfolio, including 
Synopsys' Galaxy™ design platform featuring IC Compiler place-and-route technology, Design 
Compiler® synthesis, PrimeTime® timing analysis, Star-RCXT™ parasitic extraction, Hercules™ 
physical verification, DFT MAX scan compression synthesis and TetraMAX® automatic test pattern 
generation; Synopsys' Discovery™ verification platform featuring the VCS® and HSIM™ simulators 
for analog and digital verification; and the Taurus™ Medici and Sentaurus device simulators from 
Synopsys' TCAD portfolio. 

"Today's analog and mixed-signal products increasingly require more complex EDA solutions," said 
James Lin, vice president of Technology Infrastructure at National Semiconductor. "In choosing 
Synopsys as a key EDA partner we have the opportunity to work together in solving our current and 
future design needs." 

"National and Synopsys have a number of common goals, including helping create more power-efficient 
products that can still deliver the numerous capabilities users demand," said Aart de Geus, chairman and 
CEO of Synopsys. "We are fortunate to have an opportunity to collaborate with an acknowledged leader 
in mixed-signal design as we work to develop the next generation of custom IC solutions." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wolong Holding Group Standardizes on PTC® Product Development System to Optimize Its R&D 
Processes 
28 July 2008 

PTC announced that after nearly a year of planning, research and evaluation, Wolong Holding Group 
Co., Ltd., a leading Chinese enterprise, launched its Pro/ENGINEER and Windchill implementation 
project in April 2008. Pro/ENGINEER, PTC’s integrated CAD/CAM/CAE solution, helps enterprises 
create digital product representations in a precise, intuitive and immersive way. Windchill allows 
organizations to manage product content and business processes throughout the entire product lifecycle.  

In order to position itself as a competitive leader in the high-tech manufacturing sector, Wolong Holding 
Group aims to improve its current product data management (PDM). By introducing the PDM system 
and leveraging the implementation of the PLM project as a measure to elevate the Group’s technology 
management, the Group plans to achieve a lean, flat and efficient operation system and faster time-to-
market. With a strategic goal of achieving asset and revenue target of RMB10 billion each by 2010, the 
management of Wolong Holding Group has developed an overall plan to introduce the PLM system and 
improve management of technology development and product lifecycle. The first phase of the “PLM 
system, 3D software and implementation project” will be implemented across four subsidiary companies 
and divisions and is scheduled to go live in October 2008. The second phase will encompass an 
additional seven subsidiary companies and divisions.  

"After a thorough evaluation, Wolong selected the most advanced PLM software and 3D CAD design 
product in the industry provided by PTC, which has profound expertise in this area. We are confident 
that Wolong’s PLM project will set a new standard for the industry," said Liu Hongqi, general manager 
of Wolong Holding Group, during the PLM project kick-off ceremony. "By implementing PTC's PLM 
solutions, we aim to achieve faster time-to-market, reduce design costs, improve product quality and 

http://www.ptc.com/
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customer satisfaction, and ultimately drive innovation across the enterprise."  

"PTC’s customized and comprehensive products allow its customers to implement product development 
rapidly and efficiently. We are impressed by the dedication shown by the senior executives from 
Wolong Holding Group," said Robert Kocis, divisional vice president, Worldwide Channel Sales, PTC. 
"PTC is committed to provide Wolong Holding Group with excellent products and services. We are 
confident that Wolong Holding Group’s PLM project will be a success."  

As one of PTC’s major partners in China, PISX has been working closely with PTC on the Wolong 
Holding Group PLM project. PISX (Shanghai) Co., Ltd is dedicated to providing customers with 
consulting, planning, customization and implementation services for Product Lifecycle Management 
solutions.  

About Wolong Holding Group Co. Ltd.  

Founded in 1984 and with more than 20 years of growth, Wolong Holding Group Co., Ltd. now owns 
two listed companies (Wolong Electric 600580, and Wolong Real-estate 600173), 29 subsidiary 
companies, over 6,000 employees and total assets of over RMB6.5 billion. The Group’s business spans 
manufacturing, real-estate and financial investment sectors. Wolong Electric manufactures over 3,000 
products in 40 product categories, including industrial motors, micro motors, home appliance motors, 
power supply batteries, electric bicycles, special haulage transformers and electric equipment. Its 
products account for about 20 percent of the domestic market and have been awarded Famous Chinese 
Products and is exempted from product examination by the government. Wolong, the trademark, was 
recognized as one of the famous trademarks in China. The company has been ranked first in the 
electronic engine industry for several successive years.  

Wolong Holding Group Co., Ltd has been recognized by the Chinese government as a key high-tech 
enterprise. With a R&D center for post-doctorate students and electric technology institute, the Group 
has implemented a national-level “Torch” project and 22 key technology programs. In addition, it has 
developed nine national-level key new products and won 49 national development awards and 163 
patents. Wolong Holding Group co-chairs the China Micro Motor Association, China Small and 
Medium Motor Association, and chairs Jiangsu Province Motor Association. Additionally, the Group 
has been awarded to the Top 100 of Machinery Enterprises in China, the Top 500 Private Enterprises in 
China, and also been placed in the leading group of industrial companies. Wolong Holding Group has 
implemented advanced management systems such as OA, ERP, PLM, CRM, and BMI projects. By 
setting up a standard legal person mechanism and advanced management system, the Group has met 
international standards of 3C, UL and CE.  

With becoming a competitive leader in the high-tech manufacturing sector as its strategic goal, Wolong 
Holding Group is now implementing the three-phase development strategy according to the company’s 
“five-year Plan.” Apart from expanding the business of Wolong Electric and Wolong Real-estate, the 
two-listed companies, the Group also aims to achieve the total asset and sales volume of RMB10 billion 
each. Wolong Holding Group aims to become a high-tech, rapidly growing and highly efficient modern 
manufacturer. It aims to reach the global market, and operate with social capital and advanced 
management.  

For more information on Wolong Holding Group, please visit http://www.wolong.com.cn.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Yacht-Maker, Construction Navale Bordeaux (CNB), Sets Sail with PTC® Steering Its Product 
Development 
29 July 2008 

PTC announced that Construction Navale Bordeaux (CNB) has selected PTC® PLM (Product Lifecycle 
Management) solutions to design its full line of ships. Established in 1987, CNB is part of the Bénéteau 
group. The company designs and builds luxury single-hull boats and catamarans (Bordeaux and Lagoon 
range), fast patrol boats for the Gendarmerie Nationale, as well as fishing boats (CNB Pro range) and 
trawlers. CNB now completely relies on PTC solutions for the development of all its products from 
fishing boats to luxury catamarans.  

Today, CNB is using a variety of PTC software solutions for a comprehensive Product Development 
System (PDS): Pro/ENGINEER® parametric 3D CAD for design, ProductView™ for digital mock-up 
(DMU) and visual collaboration between different departments and its European suppliers, Windchill® 
for content and process management and Arbortext® for technical illustration authoring. Today, PTC 
software is present everywhere at CNB, from the design stage to manufacturing, including the different 
engineering cycles. Additionally, in September 2008, CNB will deploy Mathcad®, PTC’s engineering 
calculations software into the PDS.  

Significant Improvement in Product Quality and Customer Satisfaction  

CNB sailing boats are uncompromising when it comes to performance, comfort and safety. CNB offers 
custom-built luxury models ranging in size from 70 to 117 feet that are designed with the combined 
skills of six or seven different craftsmen, as well as mechanics, plumbers, electricians, marine 
carpenters, and superstructure specialists. In all, these models are comprised of between 3,000 to 15,000 
components. For CNB, the advantage of the PTC PDS is clear. While the number of hours worked in the 
design office initially increased with the change from 2D to 3D, the end-product has improved 
significantly in quality and customer satisfaction. Thanks to the digital mockups produced in 
ProductView, customers can view the progress of the project. As well, data output is now 
comprehensive and the use of Arbortext has eliminated the problems associated with assembly 
instructions.  

In particular, as a result of using PTC’s PDS as an enterprise PLM system, CNB is able to take 
advantage of CAD/CAM capabilities as well as an integration to its ERP system. This has streamlined 
the development process and substantially contributed to the development of CNB’s flagship product, 
The Lagoon 620, a luxurious 62-foot catamaran. The PTC PDS has also enabled CNB to divide the 
work time of the teams and drive increased efficiency.  

“The combination of Pro/ENGINEER and Windchill is undoubtedly the best PLM solution available. 
Scalable and adaptable, PTC solutions have revolutionized how we work and are ideal in meeting the 
needs of expanding companies. In 2001, we had 80 employees in the company and today we have more 
than 500. Our boats win awards each year. With PTC software we can design very high-end products 
within a minimum allotted time,” says Wilfried Cadiou, head of the Digital Department at CNB. “PTC 
is also a customer-focused company that takes the time to listen to you. PTC has supported us as we 
have grown in a true spirit of partnership.”  

“CNB sailing vessels navigate in all the seas and oceans of the world and we are proud that our solutions 
are involved in the design and building of these top-of-the-line products,” says Marc Diouane, divisional 
vice president, PTC Europe. “And as CNB proves, the PTC Product Development System is perfectly 
adapted to shipbuilding of all kinds, including specialized leisure vessels. PTC will continue to work 

http://www.ptc.com/
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very closely with the CNB teams to optimize their product development process and create competitive 
differentiation in the shipbuilding industry.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
Agilent Technologies Improves RF Board Design with Latest Genesys EDA Software Release 
31 July 2008 

Agilent Technologies Inc. announced shipment of its Genesys 2008.07 release. The new Genesys release 
contains improvements to the reliability of artwork masks for electromagnetic (EM) verification and RF 
board manufacturing, along with modeling and user interface improvements. This functionality results in 
shorter design cycles with fewer iterations for RF designers with tight deadlines and budgets.  

The Genesys 2008.07 release reliably exports RF board mask and artwork files to a wider set of board 
fabricators, inexpensive rapid-prototyping machines and a variety of CAD/CAM software for physical 
product design. The release also includes a graphical artwork previewer and pre-production editor, 
allowing designers to inspect masks for layer alignment issues, short circuits or open circuits, and then 
make direct real-time adjustments with less guesswork. The underlying technology for reliable artwork 
exchange was adapted from Agilent’s ADS 2008 platform, and is included as a free upgrade to all 
supported users of Agilent Genesys.  

In addition to direct board fabrication, the new artwork tools allow users to import drawings for EM 
verification using the Momentum GX planar-3D EM simulator. Artwork exchange for Genesys users is 
improved particularly for the DXF, DWG and Gerber formats.  

“We find that many Genesys customers connect to general-purpose board flows, where RF layouts are 
rolled up into a more mainstream CAD/CAM tool for overall product design,” said Mounir Adada, 
product marketing manager with Agilent’s EEsof EDA division. “Now, after layout using an external 
corporate process, it’s practical for the RF artwork to return to Genesys for a final EM verification in 
Momentum GX. This closed loop helps ensure that designs work the first time.”  

The Genesys 2008.07 release also contains advanced, Windows™-based facilities for modeling and key 
user interface improvements, including:  

• An industry-first, real-time equation debugger, allowing users to set breakpoints and examine 
intermediate values of key variables inside scripts and models;  

• ability to easily repair complex sets of modeling and post-processing equations;  

• a new industry-standard “Math Lang” scripting and modeling language that is compatible with the 
syntax and more than 100 math operators found worldwide in “.m” files;  

• “tabbed docking windows” that open and close dynamically to maximize working screen area;  

• a new multithreaded environment, which remains interactive during heavy simulation, optimization, 
and EM sessions, and;  

• more than 200 other improvements and defect fixes, such as support for updated Wiki-based 
documentation and importation of “CITIfile” S-parameter data files from Agilent instruments.  

These improvements are now included with the Genesys Core environment, and are available to 
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currently supported Genesys users as an update.  

Supported Genesys customers are invited to download the 2008.07 release from the Agilent Knowledge 
Center (www.agilent.com/find/eesof-knowledgecenter). All others may request a free software 
evaluation at www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys-evaluation-pr.  
About GENESYS  

Genesys is an integrated EDA software platform for self-supporting RF and microwave designers and 
workgroups. From initial system architecture through final documentation, Genesys provides state-of-
the-art performance in a single easy-to-use design environment that is fast, powerful and accurate.  

Eagleware-Elanix, the originator of Genesys, was acquired by Agilent Technologies in 2005. Agilent 
continues to preserve the attractive pricing of Genesys for individual and self supporting design groups, 
while continually improving the software through innovative new technologies for breakthrough RF and 
microwave system and circuit design.  

U.S. Pricing and Availability  

Genesys 2008.07 configurations for high-yield physical board design start at approximately $4,000, 
which includes the first 12 months support and all the new features listed in this press release. The 
“Genesys Nonlinear Pro GX” is a new configuration, which adds nonlinear simulation and Momentum 
GX EM simulation to Genesys Core, for approximately $16,000 total system cost, and also includes the 
first 12 months of support.  

For more information about Genesys 2008.07, visit http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys2008_07.  

For more information about Genesys suites, visit http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof-genesys.  

Through October 2008, Agilent is offering special incentives to eligible Eagleware/Elanix customers to 
receive the latest product upgrades for their Genesys and SystemVue software. For more information 
regarding Eagleware Heritage Promotion 1.055, visit 
http://eesof.tm.agilent.com/forms/genesys_bts_promo.html.  

Additional information about all of Agilent’s EDA software offerings is available at 
http://www.agilent.com/find/eesof.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Anark Corporation Releases Version 2.0 of Its 3D CAD Transformation Platform 
31 July 2008 

Anark Corporation announced Anark Core 2.0 — its automated 3D CAD transformation platform — 
that adds expanded conversion, transformation, and automation capabilities to prepare 3D product 
design data for visualization, simulation, CAE, and supply-chain-data-exchange applications.  

The Anark Core platform is a software solution that transforms native 3D CAD data for use throughout 
manufacturing design, engineering, and support organizations. Unlike conventional CAD tools and 
translators, Anark Core enables users to automate the modification of 3D product structure and 
geometry, and export revised product data into high-precision B-rep and lightweight mesh formats. The 
system creates “recipes” that can be applied automatically to revised product design data, saving 
countless hours of labor each time product designs are changed.  

“As the leading provider of 3D product visualization and configuration solutions for the residential and 
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commercial interior design markets, we manage a high volume of disparate 3D product design data in 
order to effectively deliver our customer solutions,” said Jean Mignault, CEO of 20-20 Technologies. 
“Anark Core 2.0 enables 20-20 Technologies and its supporting manufacturer clients, as an OEM 
partner of Anark, to automate this process to cost-effectively prepare and manage product design data 
for its world-class product catalog and configuration solutions.”  

“Leading manufacturers have embraced the Anark Core Platform, and we’re committed to adding new 
and innovative capabilities, supporting additional native formats, and expanding its powerful PDM 
integration features,” said Stephen Collins, President and CEO of Anark. “Our customers rely on Anark 
solutions to extract more value from their 3D product design data for use throughout the enterprise. 
Anark Core 2.0 further reduces the time and expense required to prepare use-case-specific product 
geometry, while providing automation to ensure the latest product design changes are reflected.”  

New Feature Highlights in Anark Core 2.0  

• Simple, drag-and-drop editing of product structure to facilitate the creation of multiple product 
representations from original assembly data — such as vendor-specific BOMs, or visualization and 
simulation-ready hierarchies  

• Quickly and easily remove B-rep face geometry to produce inner- and outer-mold-line representations 
for visualization, simulation, and OEM-supplier data exchange  

• New Core CAD Transformer Service enables PDM servers to fully automate Anark Core Server for 
change-list-driven transformation of CAD geometry  

• Import and convert visualization assemblies and geometry from CATIA® V5 CATPRODUCT, 
CATPART, and CGR files into multiple lightweight mesh formats  

• Import and convert assemblies and B-rep geometry from SolidWorks® and Inventor® formats  

• Import and export B-rep geometry in ACIS® SAT format  

For a complete list of new features and enhancements in Anark Core 2.0, visit 
http://www.anark.com/core/.  

Product Availability and Pricing  

Anark Core 2.0 is now available for evaluation from the Anark website. Please visit 
http://www.anark.com/core/ to request a trial and download additional information.  

Click here to return to Contents 

AVEVA Global Continues to Set Standards for Central, Multi-Site, Project Administration 
31 July 2008 

AVEVA announced that AVEVA Global, its solution to the challenge of distributed 24-hour working on 
complex engineering design projects, has just got even better. Following extensive user consultation, 
AVEVA Global has been further enhanced to provide administrators with advanced tools to set-up and 
manage the distribution of project data to designers - when and wherever it is required. 

Commenting on the release, Gavin Watton - AVEVA's Head of Plant Products said: "AVEVA Global 
has for over 10 years enabled PDMS users to have the most up to date design data, regardless of their 
location and/or reliance on having good communication bandwidth. Rapidly deployed and easily 

http://www.anark.com/core/
http://www.anark.com/core/
http://www.aveva.com/products_services_aveva_plant_global.php
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configurable, AVEVA Global has always had low administration overheads. With this release we have 
empowered the administrator with more tools that make that job yet easier - even for projects that are 
ongoing." 

AVEVA Global's ability to operate effectively over low bandwidth connections is unique; and with the 
additional enhancements, administrators will now benefit from a number of improvements including 
enhanced database allocation controls, global communication check, transaction timing settings and 
project status feedback. 

Richard Longdon, CEO of AVEVA commenting further on the release said: "AVEVA Global has been 
a major success story for our customers, for whom the ability to execute projects globally and 
seamlessly is critical.  AVEVA Global's ability to operate at low bandwidth, coupled with the ease with 
which it is deployed, is a key differentiator for AVEVA. Quite simply, AVEVA Global removes the 
administrative headache of synchronising huge data sets in multi-site locations, enabling designers to 
focus on the engineering." 

Click here to return to Contents 

CAD Schroer Announces Release of MEDUSA4® Version 3.1 
30 July 2008 

CAD Schroer Group (CSG), the global engineering solutions provider, announced the release of version 
3.1 of its MEDUSA4 Design Automation Suite. Version 3.1 introduces many new productivity tools, 
especially in the areas of 3D and plant design, along with a long list of improvements and 
enhancements.  

“Our customers will be especially interested in further enhancements in our excellent 3D interfaces, 
including 3D DXF and colour support for STEP files, along with new options for controlling the display 
and import of layers, names, and attributes,” explains MEDUSA4 Product Manager Mark Simpson. 
“Our Plant Design Application, MPDS4, sees the introduction of a brand new module called MPDS4 
MECHANICAL HANDLING™, allowing easy placement and intelligent connection of interconnected 
components. From conveyor belts to cranes to fork lift trucks, installation designers can now easily 
select, lay out, configure, visualise and add intelligence to process machinery in their plant. This is a 
great addition to the MPDS4 FACTORY LAYOUT™ solution, which now allows users to place 
equipment in any 3D plane, and quickly achieve impressive 3D visualisations of installations based on 
fast 2D layouts.” 

What’s New in MEDUSA4 Version 3.1? 

New in MEDUSA4 2D Drafting  
 SMART Draw™ - Intelligent Sketching  
 CADConvert™ - Multi Paper Space AutoCAD® Drawing Conversion 
 New Numbering/Un-numbering/Re-numbering Tool for Text on Sheet
 New Move-By-Grid Tool  

 
New in MEDUSA4 3D  

 3D Interfaces - New 3D DXF Import, Enhanced STEP Import

http://www.aveva.com/
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New in Other MEDUSA4 Add-On Packages  

 MEDPro™ - Support for Pro/ENGINEER® Wildfire 4, 64bit Support, Shaded Model Views  
 MEDUSA4 PARAMETRICS™ - New Tool for Editing Dimension Values  
 MEDUSA4 P&ID - Now with In-Line Labels and Reporting Enhancements  
 MEDRaster Colour™ - Support for Raster Images inside Drawings Imported with CADConvert

New in MPDS4™  
 Improved Graphics Handling  
 New Mode (16+) for Displaying Models in More Detail

 
New in MPDS4 Add-On Packages  

 MPDS4 MECHANICAL HANDLING™ - A new Discipline for Intelligence in Interconnected 
Components  

 MPDS4 3D COMPONENT DESIGNER™ - A New Design Application  
 MPDS4 FACTORY LAYOUT™ - New Tool for Defining Views in Any 3D Plane  

Click here to return to Contents 

COADE Releases Updated CADWorx Plant Design Suite 2009, Including New CADWorx Steel 
Professional Plus 
25 July 2008 

COADE announced the release of CADWorx Plant Design Suite 2009, the latest version of its CAD 
series for process plant design which incorporates new capabilities and performance-enhancing features 
and provides some real advantages for the AutoCAD-based plant designer.  

In this latest release, CADWorx Plant Professional has enhanced valve top-works capabilities that allow 
users to place valve hand wheels, levers, actuators, and other items using specification-driven selection 
routines. Also improved are the placement and representation of piping insulation for more accurate 
collision checking, bills of material and insulation weights. New to the CADWorx line is CADWorx 
Steel Professional Plus. This new package designs steel structures, employing parametric routines for 
creating stairs, ladders, platforms and hand-railings. It also includes capabilities for the creation of 2D 
deliverables in double- and single-line formats. Enhancements in CADWorx P&ID Professional enable 
process and instrumentation diagrams to be checked out and checked back into the main project 
database, and powerful multi-component editing provides users with additional benefits.  

“We actively take the pulse of the market and listen to our users, and one thing that is very important in 
the marketplace is the drive for real efficiencies in the design process,” stated Joe Dixon, product 
manager for COADE’s Plant Design Solutions. “This latest release delivers on those requirements while 
making the operation of our products easier and more flexible than they have ever been,” Dixon added.  

The CADWorx Plant Design Suite for process plant design offers intelligent drawing to database 
connectivity, advanced levels of design automation and easy-to-use design tools. Because of these 
distinct advantages, it has been rapidly adopted by EPC firms and owner operators in the process, 

http://www.coade.com/
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power, water treatment, pharmaceutical, food and beverage and semiconductor industries. CADWorx 
also offers the industry's first and only true bi-directional links between CAD and engineering analysis 
tools, linking CADWorx with COADE’s software programs for pipe (CAESAR II) and pressure vessel 
and exchanger (PV Elite) analysis and design.  

Click here to return to Contents 

CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise 5.0 Brings Enhanced ALM Capabilities to Model and Standardize 
Preferred Software Development Processes 
30 July 2008 

CollabNet® announced CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise 5.0, bringing enhanced ALM (Application 
Lifecycle Management) features to the Web-based development platform. The new release empowers 
teams to model their preferred ALM processes with customizable project pages, and then capture and 
share workflows, best practices, and other project content to promote process standardization. Using 
CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise 5.0, distributed development teams can collaborate using the 
processes or methodologies of their choice, ranging from industry standards such as Agile, Scrum, and 
RUP, to custom processes tailored to the tools, technologies and skill sets of their teams.  

“The ability to customize workflows has allowed us to run almost our whole business on CollabNet 
SourceForge Enterprise, from capturing business requirements and tracking professional services work, 
to managing development issues and performing PCI security compliance audits, to providing customer 
helpdesk and even managing our hiring process,” said Anthony Tarone, Director of Service Operations 
at CEDAR Document Technologies. “Being able to templatize and reuse those workflows, along with 
other project content, will make it easier to standardize our processes to improve efficiency and reduce 
the learning curve for our teams.”  

The new project page capabilities in CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise 5.0 allow teams to model and 
report on the different phases of the ALM process with nested pages and dynamic portlet-like 
components. Enhanced project templating functionality allows teams to standardize development 
processes by capturing and re-using both the structure and the content of existing projects, from project 
pages and discussion forums to custom issue tracker fields, saved searches, and workflow definitions. 
By standardizing tooling and lifecycle processes, project templates can help ensure a consistent 
experience across teams, reducing the learning curve for new members, improving efficiency, and 
maximizing organizational flexibility.  

To ensure that teams of all sizes can benefit from these capabilities, CollabNet announced reduced 
entry-level pricing for the product. Priced at $4,995 per year, teams can purchase a server license with 
basic support for the first 25 users. Unlike other vendors whose lower priced offerings restrict features, 
CollabNet is providing the full enterprise product without any functional restrictions. Everything that is 
available to CollabNet’s largest Fortune 500 customers is now available at an easily affordable price 
point to the smallest development teams in any size company.  

Continuing its commitment to developers, CollabNet today also announced new releases of CollabNet 
Desktops for Microsoft Visual Studio and Eclipse. CollabNet Desktops feature automatic configuration 
and unified access to Subversion repositories, build and test servers using CollabNet CUBiT, and objects 
within CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise, such as documents and issues. This consolidated access 
enables Java and .NET developers alike to connect to and participate in the application lifecycle without 
ever leaving their IDE. CollabNet Desktop – Visual Studio Edition and CollabNet Desktop – Eclipse 
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Edition are free and available for download here (http://www.collab.net/products/desktops/).  

“CollabNet is the only industry solution that maximizes both simplicity and flexibility in the way the 
development projects are set-up, allowing teams to roll-out development processes and adopt ALM at 
their own pace,” said Tony de la Lama, Vice President of Worldwide Marketing and Corporate Strategy 
for CollabNet. “With the new project page and templating enhancements, Visual Studio and Eclipse 
integrations, and the attractive new server pricing, teams of any size can now realize the benefits of 
ALM.”  

To learn more, view an online demo, or download a trial of CollabNet SourceForge Enterprise 5.0, visit 
http://www.collab.net/products/sfee/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Escapae Software Announces Next Generation of its Software Development Management Product, 
DevCenter 2.0 
30 July 2008 

Escapae Software, Inc. announced Escapae DevCenter 2.0, the next generation of the development life 
cycle management solution, will be available in Fall 2008. This release sets a new standard for usability 
and productivity at a reasonable cost. New features include a redesigned user interface that makes the 
product even easier to use, a dashboard to monitor key metrics, a Test Execution module to allow 
grouping of test cases into runs, a Reporting module, and tighter integration between the modules. 

Escapae DevCenter was designed to be a lower cost, easier to use alternative to some of the larger 
competitors in the requirements, test management, and defect management product space. 

Escapae DevCenter 2.0 encompasses all of the built-in features of the product’s previous version 
including modules to store and track Requirements, Test Cases, and Defects, as well as new modules for 
Test Execution, Reporting, and a metrics dashboard. 

For more information on Escapae DevCenter 2.0, please visit the product area of the company website 
here. 

Escapae DevCenter 2.0 is scheduled to be available in Fall 2008. A fully functional demo version will 
be available for download from the Escapae Software, Inc. website at 
http://www.escapae.com/demo.html.  

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI Group Announces PAM-ASSEMBLY 2008 
24 July 2008 

ESI Group announced the release of PAM-ASSEMBLY 2008, the ideal simulation software tool for 
improving welding and welding assembly processes. PAM-ASSEMBLY helps design engineers and 
manufacturers significantly reduce the required amount of prototyping and distortion repair work, thus 
improving the quality of welded products. A key benefit of PAM-ASSEMBLY is the user’s ability to 
quickly identify both the direction and magnitude of welding distortion, which allows implementation of 
both specific measures to keep welding distortion within prescribed tolerances, and development of a 
suitable weld plan. 

http://www.collab.net/products/desktops/
http://www.collab.net/products/sfee/
http://www.escapae.com/devcenter.html
http://www.escapae.com/demo.html
http://www.esi-group.com/
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PAM-ASSEMBLY 2008 features three major enhancements addressing market demands: 

-    Completely revised graphic user interface (GUI) allows significant simplification of the simulation 
workflow. The remodeled GUI now offers a new, welding-process driven workflow designed to make 
the graphic interaction as user-friendly as possible. 

-    Significant enhancements to the automatic meshing capabilities. With Version 2008 the shell meshes 
of unconnected components are now generated fully automatically, which in some cases can save users 
up to 90% of the previously required modeling time. 
-    Increased efficiencies in computation and process monitoring. Version 2008 allows users to easily 
compute welding distortion in only a few hours, even for very large welded designs comprising 
hundreds of meters of weld joints. 

“ESI Group’s PAM-ASSEMBLY 2008 offers unparalleled value to design engineers and manufacturers, 
allowing them to easily and efficiently perform a wide variety of virtual welding engineering tasks, 
ranging from chassis and bodies of vehicles to components and designs in Civil Engineering, Energy, 
and Heavy Industry,” said Harald Porzner, ESI Group’s Product Manager for Welding Products. 
“Engineers now have the ability to get virtual answers that were previously unimaginable. This allows 
them to significantly improve their business management ‘on-demand’, by always having the best 
possible tool available for the particular task,” he concluded. 

Click here to return to Contents 

IBM Broadens Product Lifecycle Management Offerings to Help Companies Integrate, Simplify, and 
Speed Product Development 
29 July 2008 

IBM announced it will significantly increase product lifecycle management (PLM) resources by offering 
clients access to nearly 3,000 PLM practitioners across its software, services, research and development 
divisions.  

Companies continue to aggressively invest in areas such as new product development. To help clients 
speed up new product introductions, IBM has intensified its PLM resources to include: 

Ten Global PLM Centers of Excellence.  

A Dassault Systèmes and IBM focused International Competency Center.  

A team of more than 2,000 PLM service consultants and technology experts.  

A group of 60 PLM industry experts as part of IBM's research and development organization.  

IBM is also deepening its commitment to sell and support Dassault Systèmes PLM software offerings 
with the new V6 platform, which will help address a company's PLM business process challenges of 
global product development and manufacturing as follows:  

Global Collaborative Innovation - ENOVIA provides an integrated platform for the management of a 
product lifecycle and its related business processes. PLM business processes include among many 
compliance and governance, global sourcing, and management of a product's intellectual property. The 
V6 platform also incorporates 3DLive, a 3-D environment to search, communicate and collaborate on 
product and manufacturing data over the Internet.  

Virtual Product Design - CATIA is a product definition and simulation offering that includes elements 
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of a product's system architecture. This architecture outlines the structure and behavior of a product 
including physical concepts, detailed mechanical shapes, and product behavior components. Using 
advanced simulation techniques, these components are tested to help predict product behavior and 
optimize product design.  

Digital Manufacturing and Production - DELMIA provides a process development and simulation 
environment to help maximize manufacturing production systems. From 3D processes and resource 
planning solutions to virtual programs to help better assign manufacturing resources using virtual design 
tools, DELMIA helps companies deliver customized, lean manufacturing systems.  

3D Virtual Product Documentation - 3DVIA includes web-enabled offerings such as 3Dvia 
Composer, for use in the definition of 3D annotated content for technical publications, manuals and 
work instructions. This content can be delivered as part of web-based applications or traditional, 
document-centric applications.  

"As a company that develops products across multiple geographical regions, we seek to combine our 
collaborative development process, bill of materials requirements and digitally designed models into one 
platform that is easy to use and access," said Rick Sturgeon, executive director, Global Engineering 
Operations, for the Automotive Experience business of Johnson Controls, Inc.  

"In evaluating the Dassault Systèmes' V6 portfolio, we see the promise of a platform based on a much 
improved user interface and ease-of-use," added Sturgeon.  

"Clients can bet on IBM's expertise to help them integrate PLM applications into existing technology 
investments while ensuring that products will be delivered on time," said Albert Bunshaft, vice 
president, IBM Product Lifecycle Management.  

The Future of PLM 

IBM predicts the PLM segment will expand beyond the focus on engineering software to a multi-
disciplinary enterprise practice integrating the following technology components:  

A Common Platform: A traditional PLM environment typically includes anywhere from twenty to forty 
applications from authoring and simulation to business applications such as enterprise resource planning 
tools. Today's product development process requires careful orchestration of mechanical, software and 
electrical components into an integrated system often referred to as mechatronics. This orchestration 
takes place across a supply chain of hundreds of partners and suppliers who require a service oriented 
architecture (SOA) or common platform to make information sharing easy.  

With Websphere Process Server, companies can build a SOA foundation to help integrate PLM 
applications with legacy and enterprise business systems.  

Dassault Systèmes V6 applications are built on a SOA-compliant platform to ensure open access and 
effective integration to enterprise applications.  

Tagging customer preferences in the Web 2.0 and virtual world 

Social networking and business intelligence tools will become an integral part of the PLM process. As 
companies aim to study market and customer needs, designers can use web-based tools, such as web 
logs and wikis, to collect user preferences.  

By providing IBM Lotus Sametime instant messaging capabilities such as part of the Dassault Systèmes 
V6 user interface, engineering teams can instantly review and collaborate on product changes before 
resources are expended on manufacturing.  
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Second Life is emerging as an experimental design platform for industries with short design cycles such 
as fashion retail. A retail designer can use Second Life to test new concepts with consumers directly by 
quickly producing virtual samples and sharing them with targeted communities. The instant sharing of 
virtual samples will accelerate product feedback and reduce the number of turned down, physical 
samples that often end up as textile waste.  

IBM's PLM Centers of Excellence comprise the largest global network of PLM experts. In these 
Centers, companies can safely test new PLM concepts and develop a PLM business strategy using 
industry benchmarking studies to identify a company's current PLM performance levels against 
competitors or partners.  

For more information about IBM please visit http://www.ibm.com and 
http://www.ibm.com/solutions/plm  

For Dassault Systèmes please visit http://www.3ds.com.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor Announces New Version of Infor PLM Optiva 
30 July 2008 

Infor announced the latest release of Infor PLM Optiva, a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 
solution for process manufacturers and retailers with private label products. Enhancements in the new 
release improve formula development, including editing, strengthen performance modeling and 
production simulation, provide greater flexibility and data analysis capabilities, enhance testing, and 
streamline quality and product label management processes.  

“Innovation through new product development, wringing costs out of manufacturing and supply chains 
and the long-term evolution of core product brands are critical issues facing process manufacturers,” 
said Rory Granros, director, Industry and Product Marketing, process industries & PLM, Infor. “To help 
navigate these business challenges, many enhancements to Infor PLM Optiva are designed to accelerate 
innovation while elevating quality, lowering costs and managing global compliance demands.”  

A new Advanced Formula Editor, a key enhancement to Infor PLM Optiva, enables manufacturers to 
visually model multiple formulas and versions, rapidly assess ideal iterations and identify associated 
risks. Developers can also quickly generate a series of formulas and simulate the corresponding impact, 
which can reduce the cycle of trial and error linked with traditional formula development. This 
functionality can provide significant cost savings and decrease the time required to bring new products 
to market while enhancing product quality. The new editor also enables the creation of sub-formulas, 
such as for flavor mixes, which helps to improve batch quality and consistency and protects intellectual 
property when outsourcing manufacturing. New formula management capabilities have also been added 
to the Testing module, which can minimize errors and increase product safety.  

Infor PLM Optiva now provides an enhanced Analysis module to simulate product design in 
manufacturing, which can help identify areas of potential concern earlier and minimize the time needed 
to make corrections or implement expensive fixes later in the supply chain. For example, a soup 
manufacturer could review its existing formulation and determine what impact a low sodium version 
would have on cost and quality. The Analysis module also provides insight into production costs, 
capabilities and yields, helping companies generate a more accurate analysis of business performance. 
The expanded analytical capabilities can also significantly increase a manufacturer’s ability to 

http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/22624.wss
http://www.ibm.com/
http://www.ibm.com/solutions/plm
http://www.3ds.com/
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substantiate claims made on product labels, further reducing costs and increasing regulatory compliance.  

Other compliance-related enhancements come through greater integration of the Intelligent Authoring 
application from Atrion International, a provider of product compliance solutions for multi-national 
companies. This capability will help streamline regulatory-focused product analysis and can automate 
the creation of globally compliant, multi-language documents, minimizing compliance expenses and 
compliance backlogs associated with increased product launches and regulations.  

Additionally, a new Label Development module increases label accuracy and streamlines the creation of 
product labels, based on formula calculations, testing and analysis. This enhanced label management 
ability, incorporating multiple formulas or SKUs, can help manufacturers reduce lead times, costs and 
the complexity of label administration.  

For more information on Infor’s PLM product line for food and beverage manufacturers, please visit 
http://www.infor.com/solutions/plm/industries/fb/.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Made in IBM Labs: IBM Debuts "Grammar Checker" Approach to Catching Software Bugs 
29 July 2008 

Bug-ridden, poor quality software costs businesses billions of dollars annually [1] and the cost of 
identifying and repairing a software defect in a product that is already being used by consumers can cost 
upwards of $16,000 [2] for each defect. Recognizing these challenges, IBM is introducing new software 
that intelligently catches bugs and other defects while software code is being written -- rather than after 
a product that is powered by software has already been shipped to customers.  

Currently, most software developers test applications for defects right before the application goes into 
production -- when 90 percent of the software code is already written. The new IBM software -- IBM 
Rational Software Analyzer-- scans software code for quality and defects before the application is built, 
thereby reducing the amount of defects hitting the marketplace by 15 to 20 percent.  

"The world is increasingly dependent on software, and in turn business processes and new products 
represent the majority of new requirements levied on development teams," said Daniel Sabbah, general 
manager, IBM Rational Software. "Software project failures impact the bottom line and as levels of 
complexity in software continue to rise, software developers need to create more stable software in less 
time. This is the business reality of software and systems delivery."  

Demand for on time and under budget IT projects is not a new phenomenon, nor is the challenge of 
creating high caliber software code. IBM Rational Software Analyzer will help companies produce 
higher quality software that contains fewer bugs. The new software will also reduce the time 
development teams spend on time consuming and error-prone manual testing processes, allowing them 
to devote more time to building software programs. For example, the new software has functions similar 
to a grammar checker commonly found in word processing programs that can help developers find code 
and style errors rather than grammar mistakes. The new IBM software also provides suggestions on how 
to fix bugs.  

Built as a plug-in for the latest version of Eclipse, Eclipse version 3.3, IBM Rational Software Analyzer 
finds software errors, flags them and makes suggestions, reducing time spent reviewing software code 
prior to a software build. Similar to how an author follows rules and proofreads a story to ensure it is 
understandable and cohesive, IBM Rational Software Analyzer can automatically scan each line of code 

http://www.infor.com/solutions/plm/industries/fb/
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/rational/announce/swanalyzer/
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/rational/announce/swanalyzer/
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/eclipse/downloads/
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up to 700 times, "grammar checking" the code before it goes into production. Just as in book publishing, 
where there is a great need to catch mistakes before a book appears in bookstores, the cost of identifying 
and fixing errors in software code rises exponentially the further along a programmer is in the 
development process.  

To be competitive in today's fast-paced business environment requires increased visibility and 
automation of governance and compliance measures. Software developers can use the new IBM 
software to provide insight to their management team through detailed reporting on software code status 
and to offer direction into governance and compliance of corporate coding guidelines and requirements. 
IBM partners and customers can build an adaptor to use the code scanning technology in IBM Rational 
Software Analyzer to improve the code quality and development of their custom-built offerings.  

IBM Rational Software Analyzer is currently available. Pricing for the Developer Edition is US$3,500 
per user while pricing for the Enterprise Edition is US$50,000 per server with unlimited users.  

For more information, please visit http://www.ibm.com/software/rational.  
Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Delivers Simulation for Automotive and Aerospace Electrical Systems Designers in 
CHS 2008.1 Release 
29 July 2008 

Mentor Graphics Corporation announced that the 2008.1 release of Mentor’s CHS design software, 
available this week, provides electrical simulation functionality inherently within the core Capital Logic 
and Capital Integrator tools.  

Previously purchasable as additional modules, both qualitative (behavioral) and numerical simulation is 
now included within the core tools at no extra cost. Designed to be used by every electrical designer, not 
just simulation experts, results such as current flow and voltage drop are displayed directly within the 
design environment. This helps engineers visualize how their designs function, supports decision 
making, and aids early debugging. Peter Shaw, senior EDS electrical design manager for Jaguar & Land 
Rover, said, “Simulation is a cornerstone of a modern vehicle electrical design process. I would not 
deploy a tool that lacked this capability. CHS has always been strong in this area, so I’m delighted that 
Mentor now provides electrical simulation within the core tools without any extra charge.”  

Several other enhancements to the CHS simulation capabilities are also made at this release. In addition 
to user interface improvements and simplified software installation, Mentor now provides a starter 
library of simulation models and has added grouping to simplify co-simulation of multiple designs. Nick 
Smith, CHS Marketing Director, said, “CHS 2008.1 is a further example of Mentor Graphics’ 
commitment to providing added value and making our CHS tools ever easier to use.”  

CHS is a fully integrated application suite for electrical system design, electrical analysis, system 
integration / wiring design and harness engineering. It has powerful embedded data management 
capabilities (vehicle configuration management, workflow control, design comparison, etc). CHS is 
architected for large organizations (multi-user, multi-site) and includes substantial enterprise integration 
capabilities.  

Click here to return to Contents 

New Serena Mariner Makes Project and Portfolio Management More Intuitive, Accessible, and 
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Secure 
29 July 2008 

The second release of Serena Software's on-demand Project and Portfolio Management tool is now 
available as Software as a Service (SaaS). Serena® Mariner® 2008 R2 gives IT and business users a 
way to manage their entire project portfolio quickly and easily without creating unwieldy spreadsheets 
in Excel. The improved interface makes common tasks more intuitive and project data more accessible 
and secure, helping companies (and individual departments within them) of every size – from small- and 
mid-size businesses to the enterprise – benefit from the SaaS advantage.  

Serena Mariner provides total visibility into project status and metrics to ensure the right people are on 
the right projects at the right time, ultimately delivering more value to the business. Delivered as a 
service, Mariner further benefits companies large and small by eliminating the need to manage 
infrastructure or install software, while also providing faster time to value and simple subscription 
pricing. 

"Serena's commitment to SaaS means we are always looking for better ways to deliver software to our 
customers. We also look to our customers for ways to make our software better," said René Bonvanie, 
senior vice-president of worldwide marketing, partners & online services. “Customers made these 
Mariner enhancements real, from retuning the user interface around the workflow needs of their 
businesses, to the specific tasks rolled up into the summary views on the datasheets." 

Like all Serena products delivered via SaaS, Mariner has published pricing and discount schedules. 
Mariner prices are as low as $18 per user per month, bringing the power of enterprise IT tools within 
reach of every business, regardless of size.  

WHAT'S NEW IN MARINER 2008 R2 

Enhancements include: 

Improved user experience  

• The new Mariner interface is Web 2.0-like to make it easier for users to read and quickly discover 
important information.  

• Widget Space extends the project workspace by adding reports, data, and other content from outside of 
Mariner.  

More accessible platform for all project-related data 

• Mariner Xcelerator™ To jumpstart working with Mariner, users can now import resource and project 
data directly from Excel – a convenient and familiar tool. Using the Xcelerator template, users can 
quickly and easily add resource teams, roles, rates, and individual team members.  

• Updated Microsoft Project Connector: Mariner provides native project scheduling capabilities as well 
as the option to integrate with Microsoft Project.  

• Custom Reporting: Now users can download out-of-the-box report templates, customize them and 
upload new or customized report templates into Mariner.  

Mariner 2008 R2 can be freely trialed here.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Siemens PLM Software Ships Version 6 of NX 
29 July 2008 

Siemens PLM Software announced Version 6 of NX™ software is now available to Siemens customers 
worldwide. 

“NX 6 promises to do two things. First, the work done to integrate Siemens PLM Software’s 
synchronous technology should bring on-stream an incredibly powerful way of working that’s unlike 
anything on the market today,” said Al Dean, editor, DEVELOP3D Magazine. “When you consider 
background in knowledge-based design, automation, and complete process coverage, the addition of 
synchronous technology to NX software should make it an even more compelling solution. The second 
promising area in NX 6 is the addition of new levels of intelligence to the simulation environment and 
that’s something on every users mind at the moment – how to use simulation more effectively and more 
efficiently.”  

For design, NX 6 features Design Freedom powered by the breakthrough synchronous technology 
delivering up to a 100 times faster design experience than ever before. Synchronous technology 
combines with the existing NX capabilities so data does not need to be translated or rebuilt. This 
combines parametric and history-free approaches to speed design. NX 6 Design Freedom works 
naturally within existing user workflows for faster adoption.  

For simulation, NX 6 delivers more than 350 user-driven enhancements encompassing 10 different 
applications for pervasive lifecycle simulation. NX 6 Advanced Simulation directly leverages Design 
Freedom powered by synchronous technology to enable the rapid evaluation of design modifications 
based on geometry from any CAD system. NX 6 combines 3-D geometry editing, automated abstraction 
and FE meshing tools with in-depth bottom-up finite element (FE) modeling and meshing tools. The 
new assembly capability for FE models enables engineers to integrate the separate simulation modeling 
efforts of distributed teams, such as suppliers and global design/analysis teams. NX 6 advanced 
simulation handles the most demanding CAE challenges, providing a 30 percent reduction in physical 
prototypes. 

In addition, the NX 6 CAE user interface and FE modeling options leverage “skins” to look like 
NASTRAN®, ANSYS®, ABAQUS® or LS-DYNA®.  

Customers with ongoing maintenance contracts can now download NX 6 with synchronous technology 
at no extra charge at http://support.ugs.com/. For more information, visit http://www.siemens.com/nx.  

Click here to return to Contents 

SolidWorks CAD Connectors for Aras 
30 July 2008 

Aras® announced the availability of a packaged CAD connector from ICP Solution GmbH & Co. KG, a 
leading provider of CAD connector integration products and product lifecycle management [PLM] 
solution deployment services, for the Dassault SolidWorks 3D and 2D software products. 

“SolidWorks is a very widely used mainstream CAD system and ICP Solution is providing a 
comprehensive CAD connector for the Aras Innovator enterprise PLM solution for the corporate 
community,” said Dr. Helmut Maier, President of Dr. Maier CSS. “The ICP CAD connector enables 
companies to seamlessly manage SolidWorks product structure handling and product data extraction 

http://support.ugs.com/
http://www.siemens.com/nx
http://www.aras.com/
http://www.icpsolution.com/
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with Aras Innovator. Together SolidWorks and Aras provide an excellent enterprise PLM environment 
for companies of all sizes.” 

The ICP SolidWorks connector product for Aras Innovator provides a comprehensive set of features 
including: 

• Load and save a 3D model structure as a document structure in Aras Innovator 

• Create a parts list and import to Aras Innovator as a Bill of Materials product structure 

• Create a drawing and refresh title block data 

• Synchronization of attributes including user specific attributes in CAD model, header data in drawing 
frame, release data and change history in drawing frame, and more 

In the CAD session users can control the CAD structure and the PLM attributes, and have context 
sensitive pull-down menus for managing CAD information including: 

• Approval, release and revision operations 

• Model & drawing status information such as In Work or Released 

• Complete or selective structure copy of model & drawing for new variant 

• Read and write access rights, reservation capabilities, and preview functionality 

“ICP’s reputation and proven CAD connector products provide significant value to companies that are 
using Aras Innovator’s advanced enterprise PLM solution,” said Martin Allemann, Vice President 
EMEA for Aras. “Businesses around the world can now take advantage of the most advanced SOA for 
enterprise PLM from Aras and gain the product development efficiencies that are achieved by managing 
3D CAD design files in an integrated manner.” 

For additional information on the SolidWorks connector product visit http://www.maiercss.de/  
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